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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
USING UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS AND PHOTOGRAMMETRY TO 
REMOTELY ASSESS LANDSLIDE EVENTS IN NEAR REAL-TIME 
Commercially available unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and photogrammetry software 
have undergone rapid advancements in recent years. However, the use of UAS and 
photogrammetry techniques for monitoring surface landform deformation has not been 
adopted for the most part due to complicated workflows and complex UAS systems. This 
study demonstrates the ability to monitor landslides in near-real time with commercia lly 
available UAS and photogrammetry software using direct georeferencing and co-
registration techniques. The results of this research were then assessed to develop an 
optimal workflow for the rapid assessment of surface deformations with direct 
georeferenced UAS obtained imagery and photogrammetry software.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Synopsis of the Problem 
Currently in the Unites States, landslides claim on average between 25 to 50 lives and cause 
billions of dollars in damage each year to property and infrastructure. While the majority 
of these landslides happen suddenly and without warning, other areas with known slope 
stability issues can often be easily identified. After an initial slope failure, the majority of 
landslides are not in equilibrium and therefore could still pose as a potential threat to other 
lives, property, and infrastructure. Therefore, after an initial slope failure, geotechnica l 
engineers normally recommend slope monitoring methods to assess the mobility of the 
ground mass. There are currently several different ways to assess the stability of unstable 
areas such as, but not limited to, slope inclinometers, extensometers, photogrammetry, and 
survey markers. However, many of the current state-of-practice methods require people to 
physically traverse the landslide to install instrumentation such as survey points, ground 
control points (GCPs), and inclinometers. Traversing a potentially unstable slope to install 
said instrumentation can be extremely dangerous and can even lead to additional instability. 
Close range photogrammetry using an unmanned aerial system (UAS) platform has been 
shown to be effective for slope assessments and surface monitoring of unstable slopes. 
(Niethammer et al. 2012; Lucieer et al. 2013; Rothmund et al. 2013; Turner et al. 2015) 
However, current photogrammetry practices require that GCPs be placed and surveyed 
around or within the slope failure to obtain accurate and georeferenced measurements.  
Fortunately, recent UAS advancements and the miniaturization of electronic sensors such 
as GPS, inertial measurements units (IMU), and lightweight high resolution imagers have 
shown potential in allowing for the acquisition of georeferenced photogrammetric models, 
without the need of GCPs. (Tsai et al. 2010; Turner et al. 2014; Yildiz and Oturanc 2014) 
The ability to georeference photogrammetric models without the use of GCPs is termed 
direct georeferencing while georeferencing with GCPs is termed indirect georeferenc ing. 
Turner et al. (2014) demonstrated the potential of direct georeferencing for producing 
accurate measurements without physically installing GCPs using high precision GPS 
equipment onboard the UAS. However, the methodology and equipment used for the 
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known ways of direct georeferencing photogrammetric models, which has been 
demonstrated by Turner et al. (2014), rely on expensive and highly customized UAS that 
are normally custom built to each specific application and are not intuitive enough for 
widespread adoption. Specific customizations can include enhanced GPS, inertia l 
measurement units (IMU), and various sensor add-ons which typically require extensive 
knowledge in electronics and programming.  
The purpose of this study is to use commercially-available UAS and photogrammetry 
software to determine if accurate direct georeferencing is possible without the need for 
additional UAS customizations or difficult workflows.  
1.2 Proposed Concepts 
The general concept of this research was to use direct georeferencing with commercially-
available UAS and photogrammetry software to effectively monitor and assess the stability 
and characteristics of a landslide without the use of GCPs. In this study, the relative 
accuracy of photogrammetric models was assessed using UAS produced by DJI of 
Shenzhen, China and photogrammetry and flight logging software developed by Pix4D of 
Lausanne, Switzerland. To assess the relative accuracy of the Pix4D computed direct 
georeferenced photogrammetric models, relative measurements were compared to 
surveyed measurements in a highly controlled environment and a real world slope failure 
setting.  
The relative accuracy of a photogrammetric model is defined in this study as the ability to 
obtain measurements within direct georeferenced models in relation to known survey 
measurements. Pix4D asserts that while the direct georeferencing capabilities of using a 
DJI UAS and the Pix4D Capture application may not have a high absolute accuracy, it will 
however have an acceptable relative accuracy. Once the relative accuracy of the 
photogrammetric models has been determined, the viability of using commercially-
available UASs to directly estimate that accuracy of important slope stability assessment 
parameters such as displacement, velocity, acceleration, areas, and volumes can be 
assessed. 
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While the relative accuracy of the model gives a good indication of the accuracy to expect 
from the assessment parameters mentioned previously, geotechnical engineers rely on all 
aspects of slope geometry to determine the stability of a slope. Perhaps the most important 
parameter of geometry when completing a slope stability analysis is the rotational accuracy 
of a model. The rotational accuracy of a model represents the relative deviation in the X 
and Y plane compared to surveyed measurements. Therefore, in addition to assessing the 
relative accuracies obtained via a DJI UAS and Pix4Ds Capture application, one main 
focus of this study is to assess the robustness and repeatability of slope angles within the 
direct georeferenced models.  
1.3 Objectives of the Research 
The primary objective of this research was to determine if direct georeferenced 
photogrammetric models could be used to accurately assess parameters used for 
determining the stability of a potential or known slope failure. Due to the relatively new 
equipment and software, there is an absence of literature which combines direct 
georeferencing and slope stability assessment. This research attempts to show that the 
adaptation of current indirect georeferenced photogrammetric slope monitoring techniques 
can be used with commercially-available UAS and photogrammetric software to directly 
georeference photogrammetric models.   
The main issues with using direct georeferencing photogrammetric models to monitor 
landforms over time include the need for an accurate co-registration or alignment of time-
series models, the accuracy expected from direct georeferenced models, and the detection 
of slope stability parameters. Thus, a discussion and workflow recommendation was made 
about the viability of using direct georeferencing to co-register, measure, and assess the 
stability of various slope conditions. The relative and rotational accuracies were 
investigated to determine if the errors found in direct georeferencing are acceptable for 
slope stability assessments. This research considers that the relative accuracy of the 
photogrammetric models produced by direct georeferencing is controlled by the scalar 
accuracy and not the absolute accuracy.  
Individual elements of this research conducted towards the primary objective included: 
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• Comparing the relative accuracies of various UAS obtained photogrammetr ic 
models and determining the variance of those errors in a highly controlled 
environment. 
• Determine the co-registerability of direct georeferenced models for time-series 
analysis in controlled and variable site conditions. 
• Determine the slope accuracies in controlled and variable site conditions 
• Determine if slope stability parameters such as displacement, velocity, area, 
volumes, and slope geometry using navigation grade direct georeferencing are at 
an acceptable level of accuracy.  
• Determine if surface features could be tracked over time.  
• Analyze the difference between direct and indirect georeferencing techniques and 
their effects on the ability to track objects over time.  
• Create a workflow for commercially-available UAS and photogrammetric software 
to assess landform changes over time using direct georeferencing techniques. 
1.4 Relevance of the Research 
The ability to monitor and assess the stability of landslides over time with commercially-
available hardware and software and without the need for surveyed ground control points 
is significant to geohazard prediction, monitoring, and mitigation. Two of the main issues 
found with current photogrammetric modelling techniques is the time requirement needed 
to install surveyed GCPs after a failure has occurred and the safety of the workers installing 
the GCPs. Not only does direct georeferencing capabilities limit the number of people that 
have to physically traverse potentially hazardous slopes, it also has the potential to greatly 
reduce the amount of time required to assess the stability of a slope before or post failure. 
The ability to obtain time critical information sooner than previous techniques will allow 
for engineers and rescue personnel to act on potentially lifesaving information at a faster 
rate.  
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As mentioned previously, slope failures occur with little to no warning signs. Therefore, 
the ability to assess stability conditions in near real-time can be extremely helpful. This 
information leads to the better identification of hazards affecting rescue personnel, post 
failure cleanup crews, and other people that are downslope. Since it is nearly impossib le 
for the visual identification of incremental landform movement based entirely on memory, 
the ability to monitor the slope over time with high resolution photogrammetry will also 
allow for the identification of objects with a low rate of movement. 
1.5 Content of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 presents a technical review of UAS and photogrammetry technologies, direct 
and indirect georeferencing accuracies, co-registration of photogrammetric models, and the 
monitoring of active landforms with photogrammetric techniques. 
Chapter 3 includes a comprehensive assessment of slope stability parameters such as 
displacements, areas, volumes, and slope angles found from direct georeferencing within 
a highly controlled, non-variable enviroment.  
Chapter 4 provides an assessment of the real world application of the assessment 
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 and also compares the results obtained from direct 
georeferencing with indirectly georeferenced measurements. 
Chapter 5 presents the overall workflow of monitoring active landforms with 
commercially-available UAS and direct georeferencing photogrammetric techniques. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the work and presents the conclusion of the ability to assess 
landform deformations with direct georeferencing and commercially-available hardware 
and software.  
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2 Technical Review 
The following technical review was conducted to establish the necessary background and 
knowledge required to assess the stability and monitoring of active landslides with direct 
georeferencing. This review includes: 1) UAS based photogrammetry modeling 
technology and advancements, 2) direct and indirect georeferencing advancements and 
applications, 3) co-registration techniques of different photogrammetric models for time-
series analysis, and 4) previous attempts to quantify landslides with photogrammetry. 
2.1 UAS Based Photogrammetric Modeling 
Photogrammetry has been defined by the American Society for Photogrammetry and 
Remote Sensing (ASPRS) as the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable 
information about physical objects and the environment through processes of recording, 
measuring and interpreting photographic images and patterns of recorded radiant 
electromagnetic energy and other phenomena (ASPRS 2016). The output of 
photogrammetry is typically a map, drawing, measurement, or a 3D model of some real-
world object or scene. Many online map providers such as Google and Bing create maps 
using photogrammetry.  
The traditional state-of-practice methods to obtain images for photogrammetric processing 
of a large area such as a landslide is to complete an aerial survey in a manned airplane. As 
discussed in Tsai et al. (2010) the cost to hire a pilot, use the plane, and the processing of 
the images is cost and time prohibitive when needing to respond to natural disaster 
situations quickly. Additionally, since airplanes are required to fly at a higher altitude, the 
image quality has to be high to produce the accuracies needed to detect small landform 
changes. 
Limitations of the traditional state-of-practice for photogrammetric data acquisition and 
the recent advancement in commercially-available UAS provide an opportunity to reduce 
the cost and skill level required to obtain photogrammetric data. In addition to cost savings 
and the decrease in skill level required, by using unmanned aircraft, the process of 
collecting the photogrametric data is inherently safer than traditional methods. The 
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combination of these advancements and the miniaturization of technology have allowed 
for the emergence of UAS in various spatial modeling applications within the field of civil 
engineering (Liu et al. 2014). 
2.1.1 UAS Technology and Advancements 
Various types of UAS have become viable options for reaseach and commercia l 
applications including monitoring landforms. The two main categories of UAS for remote 
sensing are fixed wing and multi-rotor. There are many different variations of UASs within 
these two categories but these categories encompass the main mechanical configurat ions 
used by UAS manufacturers. Depending on the application, each UAS category is better 
suited for specific tasks. In  general, high resolution photography is better suited for mult i-
rotor UAS due to the ability to hover and ascend vertically (Whitehead and Hugenho ltz 
2014). Many UAS advancements as of recent also allow precise control of multi-rotor UAS 
in confined areas such as those found in typical landslide enviroments (Scaioni et al. 2015). 
In contrast, fixed wing aircraft normally fly at a set altitude well above the ground to avoid 
collisions and obstructions. Therefore, due to the inherent nature of a landslide occuring in 
areas with limited access and elevation differences, this technology and advancements 
review focuses mainly on the use of multi-rotor aircraft. 
The two main issues previously affecting the adoption of multi-rotor UAS for widespread 
landform monitoring is the price and skill level required to purchase and operate a UAS, 
respectively. Most of the current studies assessing the landform monitoring capabilities of 
multi-rotor UASs, such as Niethammer et al. (2010) and Rothmund et al. (2013) use some 
form of a custom UAS. However, the main influence of researchers purchasing or 
assembling custom UASs was due to the lack of commercially-available ready-to-fly 
(RTF) systems that meet the needs of photogrammetry data aqcuisition. Therefore, 
researchers looking to use UASs to monitor landform deformations over time were 
required build or assemble UAS platforms specically for their photogrammetric needs.  
2.1.2 UAS Platforms 
The most common type of multi-rotor UAS found in previous successful landform 
monitoring studies were based off of open source UAS platforms such as the Mikrokopter 
platform developed by HiSystems GmbH located in Moormerland, Germany (Neitzel et al. 
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2011; Niethammer et al. 2012; Miřijovský and Langhammer 2015; Turner et al. 2015). The 
Mikrokopter platform allows for many of the automations needed to fly a UAS in a 
controlled and safe manner and collect photogrammetric data such as expandable and 
upgradable imaging, GPS, and IMU units. Two examples of the Mikrokopter platform that 
have been used to monitor landform displacements over time by Niethammer et al. (2012) 
and Turner et al. (2015) are shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1: UAS platforms used by Niethammer et al. (2010) (A) and Turner et al. (2015) (B) for 
landform monitoring. 
The UASs used in previous studies to monitor landform dynamics over time typically 
require knowledge beyond what the average civil engineer or researcher possesses in order 
to operate the UAS safely. Some of the knowledge needed to produce and fly the UASs 
presented in Figure 2.1 include basic programming, electronic component modifications, 
advanced UAS piloting, and data processing expertise all of which are barriers for the mass 
adoption of UAS based photogrammetric data acquisition. Specifically, Niethammer et al. 
(2010) and Turner et al. (2014) created in-house quad-copters that included upgraded 
motors, custom frames, and flight controllers. While these custom quad-copters proved 
usable for landslide monitoring during these studies, in order for the average civil engineer 
or researcher to be able to use a UAS for photogrammetric data acquisition safely, the UAS 
must be a RTF system with the majority of the data acquisition process already automated 
(Strecha et al. 2012).  
In recent attempts to allow for faster adoption of UAS based photogrammetric modelling, 
photogrammetry software companies such as Pix4D and DroneDeploy of San Francisco, 
California, USA are using UAS developer software developer kits (SDK) of “consumer” 
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and “professional consumer” level UAS such as DJI’s Phantom and Inspire series, 
respectively. Differences between consumer and professional consumer level UAS 
typically include the payload capacity, payload options, and sensor quality. For instance, 
while DJI’s Phantom and Inspire series are both RTF UAS and operate similarly, the 
inspire series excels in almost every specification in terms of the quality of data that can 
be obtained including higher quality imagery and system upgradability. Other UAS 
companies such as Parrot of Paris, France and 3D Robotics of Berkeley, USA are also 
offering similar SDKs that photogrammetry software developers can develop flight 
planning and data collection software for. 
The UASs being produced by these companies are advancing at a rapid pace with new and 
improved versions being released yearly. While the main purpose of the UASs mentioned 
above are currently for general aerial imaging purposes, the components of these 
commercially-available UAS are similar to those seen in professional level custom UASs 
just a few years ago and are available at a fraction of the cost. Recent features of the newest 
commercially-available RTF UASs include dual navigation grade global positioning units, 
vision positioning (ultrasonic sensors and stereo cameras to detect obstacles), and active 
collision avoidance systems, which increases the safety and ease of use tremendously.  
Whitehead and Hugenholtz (2014) conducted a study of multiple UAS configurations to 
determine the scientific and commercial applications of various types of UAS. In this study, 
the researchers assessed four different UAS including three fixed wing UAS and one 
multirotor UAS to evaluate the effectiveness of each UAS in various applications. The 
conclusions of this research showed that UAS were capable of meeting a need for detailed, 
high-accuracy surveys of areas in the range of 1 to 10 km2. However, this study also 
concluded that the automation of UAS photogrammetric image acquisition was not as 
advanced as other types of photogrammetric acquisition such as manned airplane or satelite 
aquistion techniques. Additionally, this study concluded that the majority of the analyses 
conducted from small UASs were mainly for qualitative analysis and further development 
was needed for quantitative analysis (Whitehead and Hugenholtz 2014). 
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2.1.3 Photogrammetry Software Packages 
There are several commercially-available and open source photogrammetry packages that 
allow for photogrammetric processing of UAS obtained images. While this sector has been 
predomininetly occupied by photogrammetric programs such as Photoscan by Agisoft of 
St. Petersburg, Germany and Bundler developed by researchers at Cornell University of 
Ithica New york, new technology start up companies such as Pix4D are gaining commercia l 
marketshare due to their intuitive user interfaces and ease of use. However, the technology 
behind the majority of the photogrammtric software packages are similar with respect that 
they are mostly developed from the structure from motion (SfM) and SIFT (Scale Invariant 
Feature Transform) (Lowe 1999; Lowe 2004) advancements in photogrammetry. 
Specifically, the SIFT advancements present by Lowe (2004) allowed for rapid and 
automated feature extraction within photogrammetric images. 
Various studies (Neitzel et al. 2011; Turner et al. 2014; Eltner and Schneider 2015) have 
been completed to look at the differences between the software packages using the same 
datasets. While the afformentioned studies found that there is clear distinction between 
some of the photogrammetric packages, the main software options used by researchers 
such as Bundler, Agisoft’s Photoscan, Pix4D, and Visual SFM generally produce usable 
results for photogrammetric modelling and analysis. A throrough synopsis of the many 
photogrammetric software packages can be seen in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the image-based 3D reconstruction tools and their settings used in this study 
(Eltner and Schneider 2015). 
 
(BBA is block bundle adjustment; PMVS is patch-based multi-view stereo; GCPs are ground control  
points) 
 
Eltner and Schneider (2015) completed a robust comparison between five major 
photogrammetry software packages and compared basic SfM tools Bundler (Snavely 2006) 
and Visual SFM (Wu 2011) with more complex programs Agisoft’s Photoscan, Pix4D, and 
APERO (Deseilligny and Clery 2011). In this study, Eltner and Schneider (2015) compared 
the results of the software packages outputs with two different surfaces, concrete and earth, 
to investigate the performance of 3D reconstruction from parallel-axes UAS images. 
Parallel-axis UAS imagery is when multiple nadir photos are taken at a constant elevation, 
parallel to the ground surface. The main objective of this research was to assess the 
accuracy issues that are inherent with parallel-axes UAS imagery. The inherent 
inaccuraices are present in photogrammetric models if GCPs are not integrated into the 
adjustment process for parallel-axes UAS imagery. The main innacuracy is the “dome 
effect”, which can significantly affect the planar accuracy of UAS obtained imagery and 
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includes large X and Y planar innacuraies, typically near the edge of the photogrammetr ic 
model. 
To mitigate the dome effect on photogrammetric models without GCPs, Eltner and 
Schneider (2015) used camera calibrations either before or after the UAS flight for three 
different cameras. These camera calibrations consisted of an in-house testfield that 
corrected for varying camera propoerties such as radial distortion. After the camera 
calibrations and processing, two photgrammetry derived surfaces were compared with 
known data. The first surface compared was completed by a DEM calculation within 
laboratory conditions and was implemented in a controlled enviroment conssting of a 
concrete floor within a building. The results of a SLR camera and Pix4D software 
comparison to total station data is shown in Figure 2.2.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Deviation of the calculated DEM from UAS images compared with the total station 
reference measurements of the building floor (Eltner and Schneider 2015). 
 
After the controlled enviroment testing with the building floor was completed, a terrestrial 
laser scanner (TLS) comparison was used to compare the results of the natural soil 
conditions. The second surface comparison was completed by a DEM calculation of a 
natural soil surface that was originally evaluated for soil erosion studies shown in Figure 
2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Results of different photogrammetric based DEM products; (left image) soil surface of the 
sample used (right image) green DEMs created by software (Eltner and Schneider 2015). 
 
The results presented by Eltner and Schneider (2015) show that after the camera 
calibrations, Visual SfM and Bundler had negligible 3D coordinate dicrepencies. 
Additionally, the three programs with higher complexity (Pix4D, Photoscan, and APERO) 
were able to achieve acceptable results without the need for further camera calibrations. 
The RMS error of the 3D coordinate discrepency found using the photogrammetry software 
in comparison to the TLS scan are shown in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2: RMS error of the absolute values of the 3D-coordinate discrepancy vectors at each GCP 
(mm) (Eltner and Schneider 2015). 
(SLR, CSC, and CC Stand for single-lens reflex, Compact System Camera, and Compact Camera, 
Respectively.) 
 
Neitzel et al. (2011) also compared various different software packages with the same UAS 
dataset. The software packages compared for their study were Bundler, PMVS2 developed 
by Yastutaka Furukawa while at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Agisoft’s 
Photoscan, ARC3D deveoped by KU Luven of Luven, Belgium, and Microsoft 
Photosynth. The comparison between the five data sets were based on the point density and 
overall coverage of the same data set. The results of the pont cloud comparison are shown 
in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Point clouds generated by: (A) Photosynth, (B) Bundler, (C) PMVS2, and (D) Photoscan 
(Neitzel et al. 2011). 
 
The conclusions of the comparison by Neitzel et al. (2011) showed that while open source 
photogrammetry software is capable of producing point clouds of similar areas, the five 
software packages compared differed in point density and completeness. Out of the four 
point clouds shown in Figure 2.4, the commercial software, Agisoft’s Photoscan, 
outperformed the open source or freely available software.  
2.2 Georeferencing  
After photogrammetric data has been obtained, in order to conduct accurate measurements 
within the photogrammetric point cloud or model, the project must be georeferenced. 
Typically, the accepted way to georeference an UAS based photogrammetric model is with 
A 
D C 
B 
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the use of GCPs, which is termed indirect georeferencing. However, the use of GCPs for 
georeferencing can be time consuming and expensive due to the equipment, knowledge, 
and time needed to establish accurate GCPs. Therefore, the use of GCPs are currently a 
limitation on the capabilities of UAS photogrammetry to rapidly assess the stability of 
landforms in near real-time (Neitzel et al. 2011; Turner et al. 2014). 
To decrease the cost and time required for traditional photogrammetric modeling by 
manned aircraft, highly accurate DGPS and IMU units are used to determine the exact 
position of the manned aircraft at the time of each photogrammetric image. An overview 
of this process and the cost associated with each step is shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 
specifically shows that direct georeferenced bases photogrammetry requires less time and 
money than conventional photogrammetry techniques. Recently, researchers such as 
Turner et al. (2014) have been implementing highly accurate positioning units to bring the 
technology utilized in manned aircraft to UAS. By utilizing direct georeferenc ing 
technologies with the emergence of UAS technology, high resolution and spatially accurate 
models can be determined with little manual intervention in the processing workflow 
(Neitzel et al. 2011). 
 
Figure 2.5: Direct georeferencing procedures applied for conventional aerial photogrammetry (Chiang  
et al. 2012). 
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2.2.1 Indirect Georeferencing 
Indirect georeferencing of UAS obtained photogrammetric models can be achieved when 
known locations of GCPs in photogrammetric imagery are identifiable and the surveyed 
locations of those points are used in a bundle adjustment procedure to georeference the 
model. A bundle block adjustment transforms, scales, and orientates a photogrammetr ic 
model based on the known (typically surveyed) location of GCPs. Until recently, GCPs 
were generally considered the only source of reliable georeferencing information for UAS 
based photogrammetry due to payload restrictions. Normally, UAS visible GCPs have been 
installed near or within the area of interest to accurately georeference a photogrammetr ic 
data set. The locations of the GCPs are typically found using high precision surveying 
equipment such as DGPS or a total station and those locations are later used to georeference 
the model. While this method can be time consuming, indirect georeferencing can 
theoretically provide the highest absolute accuracies due to the high level of positiona l 
accuracy of surveying methods (Chiang et al. 2012).  
Figure 2.6 illustrates how indirect georeferencing is provided by a linearity condition that 
is the relationship between the image coordinate system to land the coordinate system. This 
process is usually completed by a bundle block adjustment within photogrammetry 
software such as Photoscan or Pix4Dmapper (Yildiz and Oturanc 2014). Although 
commercial software does not necessarily use the same procedures for indirect 
georeferencing, the main premise is based off of the Helmert transformation or a seven-
parameter transformation (Harwin and Lucieer 2012). 
 
Figure 2.6: Indirect georeferencing (Yildiz and Oturanc 2014). 
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The use of indirect georeferencing for landform monitoring has proven effective in several 
studies (Niethammer et al. 2012; Immerzeel et al. 2014; Turner et al. 2015). These studies 
were able to use GCPs to indirectly georeference UAS obtained photogrammetric data and 
assess landforms at various time intervals.  
Niethammer et al. (2012) conducted a study on the super suaze landslide located in the 
Southern French Alps. The Super-Suaze landslide is a debri-flow that is know to be active. 
For this study, Niethammer et al. (2012) used a navigational grade GPS onboard a custom 
MikroKopter platforms for the approximate estimation of the camera parameters and image 
locations. However, the onboard GPS inaccuracies were deemed too high to be used in 
their study for direct georeferencing (5 to 10-meter absolute geometric accuracy). 
Therefore, Niethammer et al. (2012) used GCPs to indirectly georeference the 
photogrammetric model and improve the accuracy. This study used 199 GCPs spread 
across the landslide area to georeference and monitor the debris-flow landslide over time. 
While this required a substantial amount of effort, it was deemed appropriate for the init ia l 
assessment of the landslide with UAS photogrammetry methods (Niethammer et al. 2012). 
Immerzeel et al. (2014) also employed indirect georeferencing techniques to monitor 
glacier dynamics with a UAS. Glacier dynamics, are in many respects, similar to debris-
flow landslides due to their mass movement in localized areas (Immerzeel et al. 2014). The 
glacial site was monitored from May 2013 to October 2013. Eighteen initial GCPs were 
placed in areas where little movement was expected during the May 2013 monitor ing 
period. However, since this was their first experience with UAS surveys in challenging 
terrain, Immerzeel et al. (2014) did not distribute the GCPs evenly throughout the lateral 
moraines. Additionally, the GCPs used for this study were not easily identifiable from the 
aerial imagery making it impossible to accurately georeference the May 2013 model with 
surveyed GCPs. Therefore, this study had to install 19 additional GCPs placed in areas 
where no glacial change was expected during the second monitoring flight. The 19 
additional GCPs were then surveyed by DGPS in October 2013 and additiona l 
improvements including larger and brighter GCPs were implemented to ensure that the 
GCPs were visible from the aerial imagery. After the October 2013 photogrammetr ic 
model was computed, 47 tie points (or co-registration points) were identified in areas 
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without changes in elevation or flow and were then used to georeference the May 2013 
model.  
In addition to the Immerzeel et al. (2014) and Niethammer et al. (2012) studies. Several 
other researchers (Zanutta et al. 2006; Harwin and Lucieer 2012; Avery 2014) have proven 
the effectiveness of indirect georeferencing using GCPs for accurate surface modeling. 
However, as mentioned previously, the use of GCPs can be time consuming and costly to 
complete for each landslide/landform monitoring period.  
2.2.2  Direct Georeferencing 
To eliminate the cost and time associated with indirect georeferencing using GCPs, various 
methods of direct georeferencing have been attempted with onboard UAS equipment. The 
main components used for direct georeferencing include one or multiple GPS units and 
inertial measurement units (IMU). Various accuracies and sensitivities are available for 
both GPS and IMU devices. However, centimeter level accuracies can normally only be 
obtained with Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS units. While typical RTK GPS units are 
portable field surveying tools and can be used effectively by one person, the weight and 
cost for RTK GPS were previously large inhibitors for a UAS payload. Therefore, most 
UAS either custom made or commercially-available, utilize low cost and lightwe ight 
navigational grade GPS for flight planning and UAS positioning.  Efforts to quantify the 
accuracy of navigation grade GPS onboard an UAS platform have been completed by 
several researchers (Bláha et al. 2011; Neitzel et al. 2011; Pfeifer et al. 2012; Strecha et al. 
2012).  
Bláha et al. (2011) used low cost navigation sensors onboard a custom Falcon 8 UAS for 
direct georeferencing of the UAS. After the direct georeferencing data were collected, the 
raw GPS data were processed using two software packages: Leica Geo Office (LGO) and 
GrafNav. To analyze the accuracy of the direct georeferenced data. Bláha et al. (2011) also 
used a Leica 360 degree mini prism mounted on the Falcon UAS and tracked the UAS 
throughout the flight path. The Falcon UAS and mini prism was tracked with a Leica 
SmartStation (Leica TPS1201 in combination with the corresponding Leica 
SmartAntenna) and the two data sets were compared in the X, Y, and Z axis and a 3D 
difference was found. The results of the 3D difference are shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: 3D differences between the GPS ground data and the GPS airborne data (Bláha et al. 2011). 
 
The results of this methodology for post-processed GPS data achieved a mean positiona l 
accuracy of 0.82 meters and a standard deviation of 0.45 meters. The accuracy obtained 
with post processing of the GPS data shows that the UAS positional accuracy can be higher 
than the expected navigation GPS positional accuracy of 3 to 5 meters (Bláha et al. 2011). 
Following the work completed by Bláha et al. (2011), Pfeifer et al. (2012) also quantified 
the positional accuracy of a custom UAS based upon the MikroKopter platform. However, 
Pfeifer et al. (2012) approached the quantification of the accuracy differently. Instead of 
tracking the UAS with a total station, the researchers opted for a photogrammetric bundle 
block adjustment to quantify the positional accuracy of the UAS. The UAS used for this 
study was equipped with a GNSS-receiver, IMU, magnetometer, and an air pressure sensor. 
The bundle block adjustment was completed by indirectly georeferencing the images with 
RTK GPS surveyed ground control points. After the indirect georeferencing of the 
photogrammetric images, the direct georeferenced position of each image were compared 
to the indirect computed camera positions. In addition to the positional differences, the 
pitch, roll, and yaw angle differences were also computed. The mean and standard 
deviation between the direct and indirect camera positional parameters are given in Table 
2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Standard deviation (σ) and mean of the differences between direct and indirect 
georeferencing (Pfeifer et al. 2012). 
 Parameters σ mean 
Roll 0.91 deg 0.12 deg 
Pitch 0.94 deg -1.92 deg 
Yaw 2.34 deg -18.24 deg 
X - Coordinate 0.43 meters -1.09 meters 
Y - Coordinate 0.57 meters 0.36 meters 
Z - Coordinate 0.87 meters -1.40 meters 
 
Strecha et al. (2012) also evaluated navigation grade GPS units employed onboard various 
UAS platforms for the use of direct georeferencing. The assessment was conducted over 
three different project sites and were checked using varying amounts of GCPs. Strecha et 
al. (2012) evaluated the three project sites with two levels of automation. The first level of 
automation was a fully automated no intervention procedure using only the locations of the 
pictures from the UAS without any GCPs. The second level of automation used indirect 
georeferencing with differing amounts of GCPs for each project site. Each project site and 
their respective accuracies can be seen in Figure 2.8. The information presented for the 
three data sets in Figure 2.8 include a digital surface model (DSM), orthomosaic, and tables 
which show the mean errors and their variance in each dimension for all GCPs. 
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Figure 2.8: DEM and orthomosaic for three datasets including a (top) large rural dataset, (middle) 
medium urban dataset, and (bottom) large industrial dataset (Strecha et al. 2012). 
 
Another important conclusion by Strecha et al. (2012) determined that the accuracy of the 
photogrammetric model was highly dependent on the flight height and consequently, the 
ground sampling distance (GSD) shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Accuracy from the ground sampling distance (GSD) of the original images for various  
datasets (left) without GCPs and (right) with GCPs (Strecha et al. 2012). 
 
While the majority of commercially-available UAS platforms have navigational grade 
GPS, higher accuracy GPS modules can be used on larger, custom UAS. One example of 
this was completed by Turner et al. (2014). Turner et al. (2014) used a custom OktoKopter 
UAS with a Cannon 550D and a single frequency carrier-phase differential GPS (DGPS) 
for direct georeferencing purposes. The DGPS was modified to fit onto the OktoKopter 
and removed from its housing to decrease the payload. To test the direct georeferenc ing 
accuracy of the UAS, Turner et al. (2014) used GCPs and three different software packages: 
Bundler, Photoscan, and Pix4D’s web service. Each software package was used to compute 
a direct georeferenced photogrammetric model of the photogrammetric data set. After the 
data sets were processed by the three software packages, each GCP was identified within 
the direct georeferenced models and the computed locations were compared to the 
surveyed locations. The summary of spatial errors for each software package and method 
are shown in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of spatial errors for each method (Turner et al. 2014). 
Software 
Mean 
Absolute 
Easting Error 
(m) 
Mean 
Absolute 
Northing Error 
(m) 
Mean 
Absolute 
Total Error 
 (m) 
Standard Deviation 
of Mean Error  
(m) 
Photoscan 0.0299 0.108 0.1146 0.0214 
Pix4D Web Service 0.2371 0.0598 0.2471 0.0277 
Bundler Method 0.7381 0.1372 0.7574 0.1481 
 
The spatial errors found by direct georeferencing with an onboard survey-grade GPS 
showed that all three software packages exceeded the expected spatial errors of direct 
georeferencing with navigation grade GPS units. Photoscan performed exceptionally well 
with the supplied direct georeferencing GPS information with Pix4D’s web service at a 
close second. The Bundler method however performed substantially worse than the other 
two software packages with a mean absolute total error of 0.76 meters. To better visua lize 
the amount of spatial error found by each GCP, a close up of a single GCP with each 
software’s computed GCP location relative to the actual location. This spatial error 
depiction is shown in Figure 2.10. Figure 2.10 uses the GDA94 UTM55S coordinate 
system. This system is an absolute coordinate system which allowed for the quantifica t ion 
of the absolute error. 
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Figure 2.10: Close up of one GCP showing spatial error for each method (Turner et al. 2014). 
 
While this study demonstrated that it is possible to integrate an accurate direct 
georeferencing system on a UAS, Turner et al. (2014) did not assess the relative accuracy 
of their georeferenced model, instead, they only assessed the absolute accuracy. 
Furthermore, their research was conducted with a heavily modified custom OktoKopter 
UAS that required extensive knowledge to assemble and operate. To increase the 
accuracies obtained by direct georeferencing with a UAS, Turner et al. (2014) suggested 
that the integration of a dual frequency (L1/L2) onboard GPS unit would be able to measure 
the camera position with a higher accuracy. One drawback to the Turner et al. (2014) study 
was that they did not assess the repeatable accuracy with one software package, which 
would have been a good indication of the ability to perform time-series analysis. 
2.3 Co-registration of Photogrammetric Datasets 
In order to compare multiple photogrammetric models over time, each dataset must be in 
the same coordinate system. Typically, indirect georeferencing with GCPs can produce 
high resolution maps (sub 3 cm accuracy) that can be assessed at various dates. However, 
in some circumstances such as previously mentioned in the Immerzeel et al. (2014) study, 
an inaccurate indirect georeference can result in the inability to accurately compare models 
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from various dates. The inaccurate georeference is extremely relevant to direct 
georeferencing due to the potential for even slight variations in GPS data affecting the 
photogrammetric surface. Therefore, in most cases, further co-registration of the 
photogrammetric models is required prior to assessing landslide dynamics.  
Previously, the co-registration of time-series models have been completed with the post 
processing products in point cloud management software. One prominent co-registration 
software is CloudCompare which originally began with the PhD of Daniel Girardeau-
Montaut on Change Detection on 3D geometric data. CloudComapre is now an 
independent open source project and a free software that is described as an advanced 3D 
data processing software. The co-registration within CloudCompare has been effective 
when measuring large volume changes and surface displacements over time (Turner et al. 
2015). The main limitation of using CloudCompare to co-register various photogrammetr ic 
data is that the co-registration points have to be identified in a sparsely populated point 
cloud or DSM. The sparse population of the point cloud restricts the accuracy to identify 
the exact location of the reference and co-registration points to the point cloud density. The 
use of a point cloud or DSM to co-register each model also limits the ability for real-time 
or near real-time assessments of landslides because of the processing time (typically 1 to 3 
hours dependent on the size and resolution of the data set) required to acquire those outputs. 
In photogrammetric processing software packages, the densely populated point cloud and 
the DSM are computed after initial processing.  
Additionally, depending on the processing accuracy and the initial GCP accuracy in the 
models, each model can have independent localized inaccuracies. CloudCompare “locks” 
the dataset being co-registered and only optimizes the rotation and scalar properties of the 
co-registered models. Therefore, any axial inaccuracies independent of another axis 
geometry will not be corrected in the co-registration. In order to adjust the point cloud, the 
user must increase the accuracy prior to the initial processing and start the processing over. 
The combination of the aforementioned limitations makes it difficult to perform accurate 
time-series analysis without additional post co-registration corrections.  
Typical post co-registration corrections that have been used to reduce the error between 
models involves iteratively applying a surface offset until the optimal RMS error and 
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volume difference between two unchanged areas is obtained. (Martha et al. 2010; Lucieer 
et al. 2013; Immerzeel et al. 2014) However, this correction does not necessarily produce 
the most accurate results thus, there is room for improvement. If an accurate co-registration 
can be implemented prior to the secondary or tertiary photogrammetric processing, the 
workflow for assessing the landslides can be expedited. Immerzeel et al. (2014) did not 
purposefully use a co-registration technique for their study. However, they consequently 
identified tie points (co-registration points) in a later model for co-registration due to 
mistakes in GCP placement and marking. The tie points used for co-registration were 
identifiable features in both models and the locations of those features can be seen in Figure 
2.11. 
 
Figure 2.11: Positions of the selected images and locations of the GCP and tie points (Immerzeel et al. 
2014). 
 
After the co-registration was completed with the tie points, Immerzeel et al. (2014) were 
able to compare the two photogrammetric models. To further estimate the accuracy of the 
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co-registration, Immerzeel et al. (2014) also assessed the errors of using GCPs and off 
glacier terrain that were assumed to be static. The results of this comparison are shown in 
Figure 2.12. Within Figure 2.12, the left panels show box plots of the errors that were 
measured between the ground control data and the generated DEM (vertical) and ortho-
mosaics (horizontal) for both the May and October Datasets. The boxes represent the 
interquartile ranges, the whiskers the quartile to extreme ranges, and the thick lines the 
medians. the right panel shows a histogram of elevation differences between May and 
October 2013 in the off-glacier terrain (Immerzeel et al. 2014). 
 
Figure 2.12: (Left) Vertical and horizontal errors and (Right) histogram of elevation differences  
between May and October 2013 in the Off-Glacier Terrain (Immerzeel et al. 2014). 
 
An analysis of the Immerzeel et al. (2014) data showed that a high co-registration accuracy 
can be obtained by identifying the same points across multiple photogrammetric models. 
By assuming that the identifiable points are static and the coordinate system of the 
reference model is correct, a time-series comparison of various models can be completed. 
While Immerzeel et al. (2014) showed that it was possible to complete a co-registration 
using these techniques, the repeatability of this technique over multiple data sets with 
highly variable conditions has not been proven. 
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2.4 Previous Attempts to Quantify Landslide Dynamics with Photogrammetry 
Further analysis can be completed to assess the movement of the landform once two or 
more georeferenced models are computed and co-registered. A few of the parameters that 
can be found from the co-registered models are direction of displacement, rate of 
displacement, volume loss and gain. These parameters are extremely useful for determining 
the stability of a landslide. Generally, there are two different ways to assess landslide 
deformations over time; manual feature tracking and automated feature tracking. Manual 
feature tracking can be completed when identifiable objects can be manually identified in 
subsequent time-series photogrammetric models and normally takes place with aerial 
imagery or the orthomosaic product of photogrammetry. Automated tracking can also be 
completed using orthomosaics, but normally requires a three-dimensional outputs of 
photogrammetry such as the DSM or densified point cloud (Turner et al. 2015). 
The ability to accurately track changes in surface movement across mult ip le 
photogrammetric datasets substantially increases the ability to assess the stability of a 
landslide. However, small changes in landforms over long periods of time are nearly 
impossible to detect visually. Therefore, by accurately modeling a landslide over time, a 
determination about the landform’s equilibrium can be made. The identification and 
quantification of movement would indicate that a landslide is active or stable. Additiona l ly, 
if the landform is active, the failure can be predicted by monitoring the rate of movement 
over time. Currently, the main way to monitor landslides to a high degree of accuracy is 
with surveying equipment control points located within the landslide. If the landslide is 
indeed active, the surveyors assume the risk of the landslide failing during monitoring.  
2.4.1 Manual Surface Tracking 
Manual surface tracking has been repeatedly proven effective by various researchers 
monitoring landforms with time-series photogrammetric modeling (Niethammer et al. 
2012) (Niethammer et al. 2012; Lucieer et al. 2013; Immerzeel et al. 2014; Fernández et 
al. 2015). Features located within a landslide can be identified and tracked from various 
photogrammetric outputs including the densified point cloud, orthomosaics, individua l 
photographs, and DSMs. Manual feature identification can theoretically provide high 
accuracy tracking due to the ability to visually locate and identify the same feature across 
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multiple models. However, manual feature tracking requires the user to manually identify 
each area that is changing.  
Niethammer et al. (2012) demonstrated the effectiveness of manual feature tracking with 
photogrammetric models in the Super-Sauze debris-flow landslide. To accomplish the 
manual feature tracking, Niethammer et al. (2012) used two indirect georeferenced time-
series models acquired in May 2007 and October 2008 to assess the movement of the 
debris-flow. In this study, easily identifiable features such as boulders were used to track 
changes over time. An example of the feature displacement is shown in Figure 2.13.  
 
Figure 2.13: (Left) Vertical and horizontal errors and (Right) histogram of elevation differences  
between May and October 2013 in the Off-Glacier Terrain (Immerzeel et al. 2014). 
 
The results from the Niethammer et al. (2012) photogrammetric displacement analysis 
were then compared to the displacements found in Amitrano et al. (2007). Amitrano et al. 
(2007) used micro-seismic monitoring to assess the deformations of the same landslide 
site. The displacements were found were then converted to velocities and displayed in units 
of meters per day. A result comparison between these two studies is shown in Figure 2.14.  
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Figure 2.14: Horizontal surface displacement vectors (May 2007–October 2008) and long-term average 
movement velocity map (1996–2007) (Niethammer et al. 2012). 
 
Lucieer et al. (2013) also demonstrated that time series analysis could be completed using 
manual feature tracking methods of indirect georeferenced models. The Home Hill 
landslide located in southern Tasmania was monitored between the 19 July 2011 and 10 
November 2011. However, instead of using normal orthomosaics, Lucieer et al. (2013) 
used two overlying orthomosaics in red, green, and blue (RGB) combinations in the ENVI 
image-processing system to identify feature movement of the landslide. The ENVI image 
processing system is developed by Exelis Visual Information Solutions located in Boulder 
Colorado, USA. ENVI is an acronym for “ENviroment for Visualizing Images”. After the 
individual features were identified, a measuring tool was used to determine the 
displacement in terms of distance and direction of the landslide. The results of the manual 
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feature tracking found by Lucieer et al. (2013) are shown in Figure 2.15. Within Figure 
2.15, with the 19 July 2011 orthomosaic in Red and the 10 November 2011 orthomosaic in 
Green and Blue. The Vectors and Numbers in Yellow Indicate the Displacement (Distance 
and Direction) of the Landslide Features Mapped by Visual Interpretation. 
 
Figure 2.15: Multi-temporal color combination of orthomosaics of the home hill landslide (Lucieer et 
al. 2013). 
 
The results of the manual feature tracking by Lucieer et al. (2013) were assessed with 
multiple GCPs. This study further demonstrated that landslide displacements could be 
tracked reliably with indirect georeferenced photogrammetric models and processes.  
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In addition to monitoring landslides, manual feature tracking has the ability to accurately 
track changes in various environments over time that include easily identifiable objects. 
Immerzeel et al. (2014) demonstrated the use of manual feature tracking techniques to 
assess glacier movement over time. The features used for assessing the glacier movement 
included large identifiable objects which were primarily boulders. The boulders used to 
estimate the displacement were identified in the orthomosaic products of the 
photogrammetric models. Therefore, the manual tracking measured the displacements in 
the X and Y coordinate plane. While Immerzeel et al. (2014) used manual feature tracking 
to measure glacial movements, DSM subtraction and analysis were used to identify areas 
with vertical (z-axis) displacements quickly and efficiently. 
2.4.2 Automated Surface Tracking 
A few researchers have explored the possibility of automatically tracking surface changes 
with software. The most common software utilized for automated surface tracking is the 
COSI-Corr package within ENVI image processing software. The COSI-Corr surface 
tracking platform was developed by the California Institute of Technology Tectonics 
observatory to measure ground deformations using optical satellite and aerial images. The 
COSI-Corr package has been used by Lucieer et al. (2013), Turner et al. (2015), and 
Rothmund et al. (2013) to assess surface displacements of landslides from UAS obtained 
photogrammetric imagery. This automated surface tracking normally consists of using the 
post processing products such as an orthomosaic or DSM as input files into the COSI-Corr 
package. 
Lucieer et al. (2013) used the COSI-Corr package to evaluate the displacements of the 
Home Hill landslide and the results of their analysis were compared to manual feature 
tracking methods. For their study, relative displacements were assessed by computing 
shaded relief maps for both of the UAS based photogrammetric data sets. Based on their 
findings, the shaded relief map produced superior results with respect to the manual surface 
tracking compared to other single band image inputs. The results of the COSI-Corr 
automated surface tacking with shaded relief maps completed by Lucieer et al. (2013) can 
be seen in Figure 2.16. Figure 2.16 specifically shows the displacement of the Home Hill 
Landslide between 19 July 2011 and 10 November 2011 using the COSI-Corr algorithm. 
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Additionally, the white vectors indicate displacement directions and the colored layer 
illustrate the combined magnitude of displacements in the N–S and E–W directions. 
 
Figure 2.16: Displacement of the Home Hill Landslide between 19 July 2011 and 10 November 2011 
using the COSI-Corr algorithm (Lucieer et al. 2013). 
 
The automated surface tracking shown in Figure 2.16 showed similar results compared to 
the manual surface tracking show in Figure 2.15 near the toe of the slope. It was concluded 
by Lucieer et al. (2013) that the COSI-Corr displacement algorithm worked well as long at 
the displacements are horizontal and the landslide surface patterns remain at the surface 
during displacements.  
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Turner et al. (2015) expanded the work completed by Lucieer et al. (2013) and assessed 
the displacements of the Home Hill landslide from three additional photogrammetr ic 
datasets. The photogrammetric datasets were used to further demonstrate the COSI-Corr 
techniques developed in Lucieer et al. (2013) are robust and repeatable with UAS obtained 
imagery. The Turner et al. (2015) study demonstrated that time-series analysis of indirect 
georeferenced UAS obtained photogrammetric models could be used to map landslide 
movements with centimeter level accuracy.  
2.5 Technical Review Synopsis 
With the recent advancements in UAS technologies, it is apparent that the use of UAS for 
photogrammetric modelling will continue to develop at a rapid pace. However, most of the 
peer reviewed studies rely upon custom and complex UAS that are not feasible for the 
average engineer to obtain and operate without further training. With over 1 million 
commercially-available UAS being sold in the United States in 2015 according to FAA’s 
Rich Swayze, further research in the applications of commercial UAS are needed to 
determine the full potential of the majority of units that are RTF off the shelf units.  
Additionally, it was found by this literature review that commercial entities are now driving 
the advancement of photogrammetric software development that far surpasses the current 
open source software packages available. Therefore, research in the area of 
photogrammetry should use software that is faster, repeatable, and more robust than the 
current offering by open source photogrammetry software. In addition to the repeatability 
and robustness of commercially-available photogrammetry software such as Photoscan or 
Pix4Dmapper, one key component for the rapid assessment of landslides is the automation 
of the photogrammetric processing workflow.  
Currently, the majority of research available is dependent upon custom developed UAS 
and processing workflows that generally require knowledge beyond that of an average 
geotechnical engineer or engineering geologist. Therefore, it is apparent that the need for 
a simplified monitoring workflow implementing commercially-available UAS that are 
RTF off-the-shelf is required prior to the adoption of UAS based photogrammetry for 
landslide monitoring. Highly accurate photogrammetric results can be obtained with open 
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source software. However, the software is not intuitive and require manual intervention. 
Therefore, the software will not be useful in rapid assessment applications. With the semi 
and fully-automated photogrammetric workflows being implemented by Pix4D and 
Photoscan, rapid assessment of landslide hazards becomes feasible.  
Even with automated photogrammetric workflows, the current methodology for accurate 
modeling and monitoring of landslides with UAS based photogrammetry is heavily 
dependent upon indirect georeferencing with evenly distributed GCPs. The use of surveyed 
GCPs greatly reduces the ability to rapidly assess landslides by requiring the manual 
establishment of GCPs and the manual georeferencing of photogrammetric models after 
initial processing. Furthermore, surveying in or around active landslides should be avoided 
due to safety concerns of surveying personnel. Current attempts for direct georeferenc ing 
techniques have shown promise for accurate relative measurements. Additionally, direct 
georeferencing and UAS onboard GPS accuracies are an area of continuing development 
that UAS manufacturers are constantly improving. As the mass production and 
miniaturization of highly accurate RTK positioning units become affordable, the 
implementation into UAS components will be trivial. Researchers have already 
implemented highly customized UAS units with RTK DGPS units and showed that the 
implementation of RTK DGPS can produce high absolute accuracies. However, even small 
surface differences of direct georeferenced models can make it difficult to compare 
photogrammetric models over time. 
To address the issue of small georeferencing differences affecting the ability to track 
changes over time, an accurate co-registration is required. This literature review showed 
that even indirect georeferencing techniques can require further co-registration which adds 
another step to the landslides analysis workflow. Current co-registration techniques also 
occur after secondary and even tertiary photogrammetric processing. If photogrammetr ic 
modeling errors are not identified prior to the photogrammetric end products, the 
photogrammetric models need to be corrected before initial processing and the end 
products must be recomputed. Additionally, the current techniques for co-registration are 
inherently inaccurate due to the co-registration locations being identified in post processing 
products that are normally of much lower resolution than the UAS obtained 
photogrammetric images. Therefore, whether it be photogrammetric models produced by 
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direct or indirect georeferencing, there is a need for accurate co-registration techniques that 
are not reliant upon post processing products.  
Whether the co-registration of various landslide models is completed by indirect 
georeferencing and GCPs or direct georeferencing and identifiable features, once an 
accurate co-registration is obtained, this literature review showed that accurate landslide 
monitoring could be completed either manually or automatically. While manual feature 
tracking theoretically produces the highest accuracies, one down side of manual feature 
tracking is the amount of time required to track multiple objects. To circumvent the need 
for manual feature tracking, research has shown that the implementation of software 
packages, namely the COSI-Corr image processing techniques, can be used to automate 
the displacement detection and magnitude of landslides over time.  
After the completion of this technical review, several knowledge gaps were identified in 
the currently published research. The main knowledge gaps that need to be addressed for 
UAS based photogrammetric modelling of landslides to become an effective tool include: 
• The use of commercially available off-the-shelf RTF UAS for landform monitor ing 
has not been assessed. 
• The viability of commercial software to allow for faster, repeatable, and more 
robust analysis for landslide assessments over time has not been assessed in detail.  
• The use of semi-automated or fully-automated workflows have not been developed 
for landslide monitoring over time. 
• Current state-of-practice photogrammetry methods require surveyed GCPs for 
accurate measurements to be acquired over time. 
• Current techniques for co-registration are inherently inaccurate due to the 
identification of co-registration points being completed in sparsely populated point 
clouds. 
• Manual feature tracking is currently the most accurate method of monitor ing 
landform displacements over time and the time required for manual feature tracking 
is time prohibitive for the rapid assessment of landslides. 
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This research attempts to address all of the above stated issues currently affecting the 
ability to use UAS based photogrammetric modelling for the near real-time monitoring of 
landslides. The research presented herein utilizes commercially available UAS and 
photogrammetry software to develop a simple yet robust workflow for monitor ing 
landslide displacements over time. 
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3 Controlled Experimentation: Public Amphitheater 
Controlled experimentation was conducted to assess the relative measurements, slope 
angle, and co-registration accuracies obtained from direct georeferencing using a DJI UAS 
and Pix4D photogrammetry software. The experimentation was developed with the intent 
of determining the repeatable accuracy of slope stability parameters using commercially-
available direct georeferencing solutions. The limiting factor for direct georeferencing is 
usually inaccurate GPS image geolocations due to the inherent limitations of most 
navigation grade GPS units. The inherent inaccuracies of navigation grade GPS cause the 
image location to be shifted approximately 5 meters in any direction. However, Pix4D has 
developed flight planning and recording software that does not truncate the navigat ion 
grade GPS precision and takes an average of multiple GPS locations to determine the 
geolocation of each image. Pix4D claims that their software allows for high relative 
accuracy of direct georeferenced flights, which is a key factor in assessing and monitor ing 
the stability of a slope (Pix4D 2016). 
In this chapter, multiple accuracy assessments of direct georeferenced photogrammetr ic 
models were conducted in a highly controlled environment to determine the viability of 
implementing commercially-available direct georeferencing algorithms for assessing and 
monitoring the stability of a slope. The controlled experimentation portion of this research 
was necessary due to a lack of peer reviewed publications that assess the specific relative 
accuracies obtained by direct georeferencing using a DJI Phantom UAS and the Pix4D 
Capture mobile phone application. 
3.1 Site Description, Instrumentation, and Equipment 
The site description, instrumentation, and equipment discussed herein presents the 
location, physical equipment, and software needed to complete the accuracy analysis of 
various direct georeferenced models within the same area of interest. 
3.1.1 Site Description 
The project site used for controlled experimentation was chosen based upon: accessibility, 
minimal surface change, and the resemblance to a natural slope. The location that best 
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satisfied these needs was the University of Kentucky’s public amphitheater located behind 
Memorial Hall. The project site is showing by aerial imagery in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1: Aerial imagery of the controlled experimentation project site location with the public 
memorial amphitheater shown within the red square. 
 
The location of the amphitheater is adjacent to the University of Kentucky’s College of 
Engineering complex, which allowed for high accessibility to the project site. With the 
project site also being a public amphitheater, the grass and grounds within the amphithea ter 
is well maintained by the University of Kentucky’s Campus Physical Plant Division. This 
maintenance preserves a near constant vegetation height and no debris. Thus, allowing for 
subsequent flights to be taken over time with little to no variation. The site condition most 
pertinent to this research was that the amphitheater resembles a natural slope. The 
resemblance of a natural slope and the surface elevation change present in the amphithea ter 
was ideal for assessing the accuracy slope stability relevant measurements and parameters 
such as direction and magnitudes of displacements, slope angles, and volumetr ic 
calculations. A ground based view of the public amphitheater project site is shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
University of Kentucky 
College of Engineering 
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Figure 3.2: Ground based imagery depicting the project site used for controlled experimentation. 
 
3.1.2 Surveying Equipment 
To compare and analyze the relative accuracies found from UAS obtained data, a Nikon 
DTM 322 total station was used to survey the locations of GCPs and simulated 
displacements. The DTM 322 total station is shown in Figure 3.3A. The Nikon DTM 322 
total station has an accuracy specification of ± (3+2 ppm × D) mm. This equates to accuracy 
specification of approximately ±3.1 mm at a distance of around 30 meters, which is around 
the extent surveyed in the controlled experimentation. The survey data obtained by the 
Nikon DTM 322 total station was collected using a Nomad 1050 data collector. The Nomad 
1050 data collector is shown in Figure 3.3B. The Nomad 1050 is a rugged outdoor handheld 
computer that automates the collection of survey data. For more information and 
specifications of the total station and data collector, please refer to Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.3: (A) Nikon DTM 322 total station. (B) Nomad 1050 data collector. 
 
In addition to the total station, a bi-pole rod and prism were used to decrease the human 
error of trying to hold the rod steady and level during each measurement. The bi-pole rod 
and prism used for the controlled experimentation are shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4: Bi-pole rod and prism used for surveying. 
A B 
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A wooden hub and a PK nail were used for temporary benchmarks at the controlled 
experimentation site. These benchmarks were used to develop an arbitrary coordinate 
system. The wooden hub had a survey nail subfeature that allowed for a precise and 
repeatable setup within the arbitrary coordinate system. The wooden hub and PK nail used 
to develop the arbitrary coordinate system are shown in Figure 3.5.   
 
Figure 3.5: (A) Wooden hub and (B) PK nail used to establish an arbitrary coordinate system. 
 
3.1.3 Ground Control Points 
To check the relative accuracy of the direct georeferenced photogrammetric models, 
known features that are visible from UAS photography must be surveyed using high 
precision equipment. Generally, the GCPs used for georeferencing are approximately 10 
to 15 centimeters in diameter and painted with a fluorescent or high-contrast color so that 
they can be easily identified from the UAS. However, this study took place at a public 
amphitheater that was used on a daily basis. Therefore, it was necessary to set ground 
control points that were visible from UAS nadir imagery, but not intrusive or prone to 
tampering. This was accomplished by using 25.4 mm diameter plastic round cap roofing 
nails were used. The round cap roofing nails were painted white so that they contrasted 
sufficiently with the grass surrounding them. The painted roofing nail can be seen in Figure 
3.6. After the GCPs had been placed throughout the area of interest, the GCPs were then 
surveyed with the aforementioned Nikon DTM 322 total station. 
B A 
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Figure 3.6: GCP markers: (A) 25.4mm diameter plastic round cap roofing nail; (B) GCP visibility from 
ground based photography. 
 
3.1.4 Simulated Displacements – Wooden Blocks 
In order to track surface changes of a slope failure over time, a feature, or set of features, 
that are moving must be easily identifiable in the original and subsequent flights from the 
aerial imagery. In natural landscapes, these features can be anything from tree stumps to 
rocks. However, in the controlled experimentation simulated features and displacements 
were necessary due to the assumption that the area of interest was in equilibrium and not 
changing. The simulated objects were required to resemble a natural feature but also must 
include a subfeature that can be identified consistently. To meet both of the required 
criteria, eight wooden blocks with a black and orange target were used as the simulated 
displacement. The wooden block including subfeature for simulating displacements and 
can be seen in Figure 3.7. The average dimensions of the wooden blocks were 4 cm x 9 cm 
x 30 cm and the diameter of the black and orange target was 5 cm.  
A B 
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Figure 3.7: Wooden blocks with 5 cm with black and orange target. 
 
3.1.5 UAS Platform 
The UAS used for this study was a DJI Phantom 3 Professional (P3P). The P3P is a 
quadcopter multi-rotor UAS shown in Figure 3.8. The P3P has a weight of 1280g, a flight 
time of approximately 23 minutes, and a 3-axis camera stabilization gimbal. The P3P UAS 
also utilizes both GPS and GNSS positioning units for flight tracking, automation, and 
other safety features.  
The P3P UAS has a 12.4-megapixel camera with a field of view (FOV) of 94 degrees. The 
relatively low distortion of the 94 degree FOV allows for an increased ground sampling 
distance (GSD) when compared to a camera with a wide angle lens. Additionally, the 
manufacturer suggested retail price (MSRP) of the P3P at the time of purchase was $1399. 
However, the price of the P3P UAS has decreased significantly since the initial MSRP due 
to the release of the DJI Phantom 4. 
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Figure 3.8: DJI Phantom 3 Professional UAS. 
 
At the time of this study, the P3P was the newest model in the Phantom series with the 
most favorable camera specifications. One limitation of the P3P with regards to this 
research was the delayed release of the flight planning software used for photogrammetr ic 
image acquisition; Pix4D Capture. Additional information about the features and 
specifications of this UAS, are provided in Appendix B. 
3.1.6 Flight Planning Equipment 
Flight planning was performed using an ASUS Zenfone 2 cell phone running Android 5.0 
Lollipop operating system and Pix4D’s Capture application. The ASUS Zenfone 2 used 
for this study is shown in Figure 3.9.  
 
Figure 3.9: Asus Zenfone 2 Android cell phone. 
 
The Pix4D Capture application was used to program the desired flight path and monitor 
the progress of each flight in real-time. The Pix4D Capture application was used to design 
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a grid mission for the automated collection of direct georeferenced UAS imagery. The grid 
mission is a programed grid pattern for the area of interest overlaying satellite imagery. 
After the extents of the grid mission are set, angle of the camera when taking images, the 
flight elevation, and the amount of overlap in between pictures the speed of the UAS were 
selected within the Capture application. The ability to change the settings of the grid 
mission within the Capture application allowed for advanced control of the 
photogrammetric data collection which is not possible by manually acquiring UAS imagery 
for photogrammetry processing. 
3.1.7 Processing Computer and Software 
The Pix4D Capture flight planning application was used for direct georeferencing and 
flight planning. To obtain better accuracy from the onboard navigation grade GPS, Pix4D 
Capture application averages the navigational grade GPS positions and does not truncate 
the GPS location data. Although these GPS corrections result in reasonable approximation 
of the scale and 3D orientation of the model it has been observed that the absolute location 
of the photogrammetric model may be shifted 10 to 20 meters due to the atmospheric 
conditions when the GPS data was acquired (Pix4D 2016). 
The software used to process the digital images obtained from the UAS was Pix4Dmapper 
Pro. Pix4Dmapper Pro is a commercially-available photogrammetry software that allows 
for automated photogrammetry mapping using the DJI Phantom platform. The computer 
used for the post processing of the UAS obtained data is a Dell OptiPlex 9020. The 
specifications of this computer include a quad core Intel Core i7-4790 CPU, 32GB of 
RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 745 with 4GB of dedicated RAM. The above listed 
specifications of this computer exceed the Pix4D recommendations for “very large 
projects” (over 2000 images at 14 MP) at the time of this study. 
3.2 Controlled Experimentation Methodology 
The methodology used for this research includes project setup and procedures used to 
quantify the accuracy and perform various slope stability relevant measurements within the 
controlled environment. The methodology developed and used in the controlled 
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experimentation was later adapted to use in real-world highly-variable and complex slopes 
with known stability issues. 
3.2.1 Surveying 
The locations of features within this controlled experimentation were surveyed to 
determine the precise relative locations of GCPs for comparisons with UAS obtained 
measurements. This was accomplished by creating an arbitrary coordinate system using 
temporary benchmarks. The arbitrary coordinate system included a base location and 
azimuth. The arbitrary location of the base location was assigned a northing, easting, and 
elevation of 2500, 1500, and 300 meters respectively. The arbitrary azimuth location was 
also set using a temporary benchmark which was assigned a refernce angle of zero degrees. 
The location of the of the temporary benchmark and arbitrary azimuth are shown in Figure 
3.10.  
 
Figure 3.10: Locations of temporary benchmarks used to establish an arbitrary coordinate system. 
 
 
 
TBM 2: Arbitrary 
Azimuth 
 
TBM 1: Base Location 
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Once the arbitrary coordinate system was created using temporary benchmarks, the relative 
locations of the GCPs and the simulated displacements was determined. 
3.2.2 Ground Control Points 
A total of 23 ground control points were placed throughout the area of interest for quality 
control and accuracy checking. The approximate locations of the 23 ground control points 
are shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11: Locations of the 23 GCPs including 10 outer edge GCPs (orange), 10 inner edge GCPs  
(green), and 3 base GCPs (violet). 
The ground control placement consisted of the following: 10 GCPs (orange) around the 
outer edge of the amphitheater, 10 GCPs (green) around the inner edge of the amphithea ter 
slope, and 3 GCPs (violet) at the base of the amphitheater. The 23 GCPs were placed to 
check distance, area, slope and volume measurements of direct georeferenced models. The 
GCPs were placed with the intent being equally spaced. However, the spacing was 
completed visually and therefore, the GCPs were not perfectly spaced. This goal of equal 
spacing was only for uniformity, and the perfect spacing was not needed to complete the 
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accuracy assessment since the GCP locations were surveyed after they were placed in the 
area of interest. 
3.2.3 Simulated Displacement 
As previously mentioned, wooden blocks were used for simulated displacements within 
the slope. For this study, each block was randomly placed throughout the amphithea ter. 
This random location will be referred to as the upslope block position.  Once the upslope 
block positions were determined, the block locations were surveyed, and the site was flown 
for photogrammetric data by the UAS. 
Once the locations were surveyed, and the photogrammetric data was obtained, the wooden 
blocks were moved downslope for the simulated displacement. The simulated 
displacement attempted to resemble natural movement that might occur within an active 
landslide. Both of the upslope and downslope block locations can be seen in Figure 3.12.  
 
Figure 3.12: Upslope and downslope locations of the wooden blocks. 
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The direction and magnitude of each simulated displacement varied, but all of the blocks 
except for one were moved perpendicular to the slope to approximate natural movement. 
The exception was wooden block ID:3 which was moved parallel to the slope to simulate 
lateral movement.  
3.2.4 Flight Planning and UAS Data Collection 
The flight planning for the controlled experimentation was conducted within the Pix4D 
Capture application. The Capture application was used to plan a fully autonomous flight 
path to obtain images for photogrammetric modeling. Once the UAS began flying the 
specified grid, the Capture application instructed the UAS to take images at specified 
intervals and collect other UAS data such as the approximate location of the UAS when 
each photo is taken. Further information about Pix4D’s Capture application and the 
procedures used herein are available in Appendixes C and D. 
The user-specified parameters for flight planning within the Capture application were the 
height, the amount of overlap, the camera angle, and the flight speed. Of these parameters, 
the height of the grid flight plays a significant role in the accuracy of the photogrammetr ic 
model because the GSD is a function of height (Nex and Remondino 2014). The resulting 
photogrammetric model accuracy decreases when the height of a photogrammetric mission 
is increased. The reason for the reduction in accuracy is due to the ground sampling 
distance being directly proportionate to the flight height.  
The flight planning application has the option to choose a flight height from 10 meters to 
150 meters with increments of 10 meters. For this particular area of interest, an adjacent 
building (memorial hall) was estimated to be approximately 15 meters tall and a minimum 
flight altitude for this project was determined to be 30 meters to ensure that the UAS flew 
at a safe altitude above the building. 
To ensure that the required flight heights produced an acceptable GSD for this research, 
the GSD with flight heights of 30 and 40 meters were estimated. The formula used for GSD 
estimation uses the relationship between the flight height, GSD, and camera parameters 
shown in Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13: Relationship between flight height, GSD, and camera parameters (Pix4D 2016). 
 
In Figure 3.13, Sw is the real sensor width, FR is real focal length, H is the flight height, 
and Dw is the distance covered on the ground by one image in the width direction (footprint 
width).  Therefore, the flight height H is given by Equation 1: 
 
 (1)    
Dw is given by the desired GSD and image width in pixels shown in Equation 2: 
(2) 
where imW is the image width, and the GSD is the desired GSD. Then, by combining 
Equation 1 and 2, the estimated flight height for a given GSD is given by Equation 3: 
(3) 
Finally, the GSD can be found by rearranging Equation 3 shown in Equation 4: 
 
 
        (4) 
The expected GSD using Equation 4 and the P3P UAS camera parameters for flight 
altitudes of 30 and 40 meters are 1.29 and 1.71 cm/pixel, respectively. The full parameters 
used for calculating the expected GSD of a DJI P3P UAS are given in Table 3.1 and 
Appendix B. 
Sw
F  Dw
  = H R
×
Sw
F  GSD imW 
 =  H R
××
GSDimW = Dw ×
RF imW 
 Sw  H
  = GSD 
×
×
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A total of four flights were performed for the controlled experimentation. Two of the flights 
were flown during the initial positions of the blocks and the other two flights were flown 
after the simulated displacement of the wooden blocks. The estimated flight parameters 
and the estimated GSD for the flights are shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Estimated GSD for each anticipated flight height. 
Flight 
Number 
Wooden 
Block 
Location 
Flight 
Height 
(m) 
Sensor 
Width 
(mm) 
Image 
Width 
(pixel) 
Real Focal 
Length 
(mm) 
Estimated 
GSD  
(cm) 
1 Upslope 40 6.32 4000 3.55 1.71 
2 Upslope 30 6.32 4000 3.55 1.29 
3 Downslope 30 6.32 4000 3.55 1.29 
4 Downslope 40 6.32 4000 3.55 1.71 
 
The programmed flight path of flight number one is shown in Figure 3.14. All four of the 
flights completed for this experimentation used the same amount of overlap (90%), speed 
(medium fast), and approximate coverage area (approximately .75 hectares). Therefore, the 
flight paths for the remaining three flights were similar to the flight path shown in Figure 
10. Due to the variability of flight conditions such as wind, the observed flight path 
occasionally varied from the planned flight path. The observed flight paths of each flight 
are obtained from the Pix4D generated Quality Reports. These data are located in Appendix 
E. 
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Figure 3.14: Screenshot of the Pix4D Capture android application showing the grid and flight 
parameters used for Flight 1. 
After the flight path was programmed using the Pix4D Capture application, the UAS was 
manually flown to an unobstructed altitude and location, and the grid mission was started. 
As the UAS flew the programmed mission, nadir imagery was collected at an overlap 
setting of 90 percent to ensure adequate coverage and overlap. The Pix4D Capture 
application stores the direct georeferencing information on the cell phone and the UAS 
images are saved to the UAS’s onboard micro SD card. 
3.2.5 Processing of the UAS Obtained Data 
Once the programmed flight paths were completed, the images and file created using the 
Pix4D Capture application were transferred from the cell phone and the micro SD card to 
the processing computer. Each flight was processed individually using the default settings 
for Step 1: Initial Processing and Step 2: Point Cloud Densification and 3D Textured Mesh 
were used for uniform processing across the flights. The accuracy of the image geolocation 
was left as the default; 5-meter horizontal accuracy and 10-meter vertical accuracy. Further 
information about the processing parameters used for this study can be found in Appendix 
E. 
The Pix4D Capture application used an image spacing technique to capture the images 
based on the amount of overlap specified. By using image spacing as the mode for 
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collecting images and recording the images geolocation, the need for post flight inspection 
and removal of redundant images is unnecessary. Post-processing of U A S  captured 
imagery using Pix4D software enables the generation of three ma in geospatial data 
products; orthomosaic, Digital Surface Model (DSM), and 3D geo-positional data of 
terrain features i.e. point cloud (Pix4D 2016). Estimation of 3D structure from the 2D 
imagery is performed using structure from motion (SfM) techniques. The processing 
workflow consists of the following steps (Strecha et al. 2012): 
1. The software attempts to match points from all overlapping images using the 
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). SIFT is a well-known computer vision 
algorithm that allows for feature detection regardless of scale, camera rotations, 
camera perspectives, and changes in illumination.  
2. Key points as well as approximate values of the image position and orientation 
provided by the UAS autopilot are input into a bundle block adjustment to estimate 
the exact position and orientation of the camera for each image.  
3. Based on this reconstruction, the matching points are verified and their 3D 
coordinates calculated. Those 3D points are then interpolated to form a triangulated 
irregular network in order to obtain a 3D point cloud.  
4. Densification of the point cloud is used to project every image pixel and to 
calculate the geo-referenced orthomosaic (Starek et al. 2014). 
After the processing is complete, additional outputs were generated by Pix4D. These 
outputs include grid DSM, 3D textured mesh, and contour lines and were used for post 
processing analysis in CAD and GIS software. 
3.2.6 Indirect Georeferenced Model 
In order to assess the relative accuracies of measurements such as distances, areas, and 
volumes, the actual measurements must be known. While the distance and area 
measurements can be directly compared to the surveyed GCPs, the volume of the models 
cannot be assessed by simply using the survey points. Therefore, the indirect 
georeferencing of a single flight was completed using six GCPs to compare the results 
found from direct georeferencing. The inclusion of GCPs allowed for the relative accuracy 
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of the indirect georeferenced model to be much higher than any current method of direct 
georeferencing. This is due to the inherent inaccuracies of the UAS onboard GPS. Thus, 
the differences found between indirect and direct georeferencing aided in determining the 
viability of using direct georeferencing as a way to monitor surface changes of a slope.  
As mentioned previously, the GCPs were located within an arbitrary coordinate system. 
Thus, each comparison measurement was relative to the arbitrary benchmarks. The indirect 
georeferencing of the models was completed using six GCPs spread across the 
amphitheater. The measurements obtained from the indirect georeferenced flight were all 
identified using a minimum of five image marks per manual tie point (MTP). A MTP is a 
point with 3D coordinates that has been marked by the user in the photogrammetric images. 
The goal of using five or more image marks was to reduce the error associated when few 
images are marked in an MTP.  
Once all of the 3D GCP locations were marked, the project was adjusted to the new GCP 
locations using the rematch and reoptimize feature within Pix4D. The rematch and 
reoptimization feature within Pix4D computed mor matches within the photogrammetr ic 
modle and reoptimized the internal and external camera parameters. The rematch and 
reoptimation provided a 3D GCP RMSE of approximately 1 cm. After taking these steps 
to ensure the highest obtainable relative accuracy, for this controlled experimentation, it is 
assumed that relative measurements obtained from the indirect model were correct. 
Therefore, the measurements found in the indirect georeferenced model were considered 
the base measurements and used to quantify accuracy parameters such as percent difference 
and RMSE of the direct georeferenced models. 
3.2.7 Co-Registration  
Since direct georeferencing using commercially-available DJI UAS with onboard 
navigation grade GPS produces photogrammetric models with low absolute accuracy, the 
flights must be co-registered before they can be compared. The co-registration of two 
photogrammetric models has been shown to be more important than the absolute accuracy 
when measuring volume change due to the large errors associated with a bad co-registration 
(RMS error greater than 3 times the GSD) over time including displacements and volumes 
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(Martha et al. 2010). Therefore, a high co-registration accuracy is needed to accurately 
obtain the desired surface displacement measurements. 
When consecutive direct georeferenced photogrammetric models were computed, the 
errors in the elevation, rotation, and translation restricted the ability to compare mult ip le 
models. An example of the misalignment when two direct georeferenced flights were 
combined can be seen in Figure 3.15. The misalignment shown in Figure 3.15 shows two 
separate point clouds of the same area that were clearly not in the same relative coordinate 
system 
 
Figure 3.15: Misalignment of two direct georeferenced point clouds. 
 
To compare multiple models, the secondary models must be co-registered and aligned to 
the same feature points. The co-registration of each flight using manual tie points is highly 
dependent on the similarities between each flight. Factors that affect the ability to combine 
each flight can be the amount of sunlight on the surface (time of day and weather), 
vegetation height and color, GSD, and more. For this experimentation, all of the flights 
occurred within a short time period and, therefore, minimized the variation of conditions 
within the area of interest. The area of interest was also considered static besides the 
simulated displacements. Therefore, a co-registration of each individual model was 
accomplished within Pix4D using 3D GCPs.  
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The 3D GCPs used to co-register each of the models were features within the area of 
interest that were easily discernable in both flights. For this controlled experimentation, a 
total of six 3D GCPs were marked in Flight 3 and exported for easy marking in the 
subsequent flights. The location of the six 3D GCPs marked in Flight 3 are shown in Figure 
3.16. 
  
 
 
 
Figure 3.16: 3D GCP locations (white circles) used for co-registration of the upslope and downs lope 
models. 
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Each 3D GCP location was an identifiable location within multiple images. The identifiab le 
locations used is this study were six of the GCPs installed to check the accuracy of the 
models that were discussed previously. Although this study used “known” control points 
to georeference the two separate flights, the 3D GCPs used for co-registering could have 
been be any unique feature that was identifiable in all of the flights being compared. Other 
features that could be used to co-register two models include sidewalk control joints or the 
corner of a roof.  
In this controlled experimentation, each 3D GCP was marked on at least five images to 
increase the accuracy of the registration points. After each of the six 3D GCPs were marked 
within the reference model, the 3D GCPs were exported from the reference model and 
imported into each model that needed to be co-registered. The procedure used to mark and 
export the 3D GCPs for subsequent models is available in Appendix D. 
After the GCPs were imported to each comparison flight, the location of those GCPs were 
identified in the images of the comparison model. Once the images are marked, the rematch 
and optimize processing feature was used to complete the co-registration of each model 
(Pix4D 2016). This process was completed for the three co-registration flights and the 
resulting accuracies of the co-registration produced by this method was quantified.  
The co-registration accuracies of each flight were found by comparing various 
measurements such as distance, area, and volumes. Additionally, further accuracy analysis 
was conducted using ArcGIS 10.4 software, which compared the DSM surface difference 
between each of the co-registered models. The area chosen for each accuracy assessment 
was the area within the 10 outer perimeter GCPs and is shown Figure 3.17.  
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Figure 3.17: GCP (white dots) and perimeter (magenta line) which outlines the volume surface used to 
quantify the co-registration. 
 
The 10 GCPs located around the upper perimeter of the amphitheater were marked in all 
four of the co-registered flights. Flight 3 was used to co-register each subsequent flight. 
Therefore, the measurements found in Flights 1, 2, and 4 were compared to the 
measurements in Flight 3. Each of the measurements were compared by calculating the 
volume beneath a base surface with the 10 Perimeter GCPs. This base surface is computed 
by applying a constrained Delaunay triangulation on its vertices (Pix4D 2016). The 
perimeter distance and 2D projected area between the perimeter GCP nodes of this base 
surface were used to compare the X and Y plane co-registration accuracies. Additiona l ly, 
the volume calculation of the amphitheater gives an indication of the X, Y, and Z co-
registration accuracies.  
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3.3 Results 
To quantify the accuracies found from direct georeferencing, a few different slope 
geometry comparisons were completed. The first comparisons were the distance, area, and 
volumetric comparison. The distance, area, and volumetric comparison provides an 
estimate of the expected accuracy of relative measurements from direct georeferenced 
models. The specifics and results of the relative accuracy comparisons are discussed in 
Section 3.3.1.1 
Once the relative accuracies for distances, areas, and volumes were completed, the next 
slope geometry relevant accuracy that needed to be quantified was the slope accuracies 
found from direct georeferencing. The slope accuracy assessment attempts to quantify the 
relationship of the X and Y scalar accuracies and the Z scalar accuracies. The specifics and 
results of the slope angle accuracy assessment are discussed in Section 3.3.1.2. 
The third accuracy quantification completed for this portion of the research was the co-
registration accuracies found by co-registering of the four direct georeferenced flights. The 
co-registration accuracy assessment estimates the additional inaccuracies that are 
introduced from the co-registration of multiple flights within Pix4D. The specifics and 
results of the co-registration accuracy assessment are discussed in Section 3.3.2.  
The fourth accuracy analysis completed for the controlled experimentation was the surface 
monitoring analysis with co-registered photogrammetric models. The displacement 
analysis was compared to the results of the total station measurements in order to determine 
the ability to track changes over time with direct georeferenced photogrammetric models 
and co-registration procedures. The specifics and results of the co-registration accuracy 
assessment are discussed in Section 3.3.3. 
3.3.1 Direct Georeferencing Relative Accuracy Assessment 
3.3.1.1 Direct Georeferenced Perimeter, Area, and Volume Accuracy Assessment 
a volume measurement developed from the 10 outer perimeter GCPs was used to quantify 
the relative accuracy of direct georeferencing with a DJI Phantom UAS and Pix4D. The 
relative measurements of the four direct georeferenced models given by the 10 outer 
perimeter GCPs was then compared to the relative measurement found from the indirect 
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georeferencing of a single flight using surveyed GCPs. The perimeter, area, and base 
surface of the volume calculation can be seen in Figure 3.18. 
 
Figure 3.18: Orthomosaic image of the project site with the volume surface (teal) used for assessing the 
direct georeferencing accuracy of distances, areas, and volumes. 
 
Figure 3.18 shows vertices (GCPs) of the volume with white circles, the perimeter lines in 
magenta, and the base volume surface in teal. Although a single volume measurement was 
performed, additional measurements including the perimeter distance and area of the base 
surface were also provided in addition to the volume. The percent errors of the perimeter 
and area were quantified to assess the X and Y planar accuracy.  
The measurements used for this accuracy comparison are given by the perimeter 3D terrain 
distance and the 3D enclosed area of the volume surface. The results of the various direct 
georeferenced model and the indirect georeferenced model are shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Direct georeferencing relative accuracy assessment of the 3D terrain length and enclosed 
3D area. 
Model  
Terrain 3D Length  
(m) 
Percent 
Difference 
Enclosed 3D Area  
(m2) 
Percent 
Difference 
Flight 2 Indirect 97.37 N/A 582.07 N/A 
Flight 1 95.64 1.78% 562.33 3.39% 
Flight 2 96.42 0.98% 569.69 2.13% 
Flight 3 98.30 0.95% 592.59 1.81% 
Flight 4 94.87 2.57% 551.95 5.17% 
 
The percent errors shown in Table 3.2 were similar to each other, but still varied. Flight 4 
showed the largest discrepancies in both the perimeter and area comparisons. The 
reasoning for the larger discrepancies could potentially be attributed to the higher flight 
altitude and therefore, the higher GSD. However, the errors are likely to be caused simply 
due to the inaccuracies in the navigational grade GPS.  
The volume of the amphitheater below the top terrace was obtained using the 10 outer 
perimeter GCPs and was compared to the same direct and indirect georeferenced models. 
The relative volume calculations allow for a 3-axis accuracy quantification. This is 
different from the perimeter and area scalar accuracy in the sense that the nature of 
photogrammetry normally has a lower accuracy in the Z axis. Generally, the horizontal and 
vertical accuracy are both a function of the GSD. However, the vertical accuracy is 
normally less than the horizontal accuracy. This has been shown by Bernhard Draeyer 
(2014) and Strecha et al. (2012) where the horizontal accuracy is usually 1 to 2 times the 
GSD while the vertical accuracy is typically 2 to 3 times the GSD. The extra uncertainty 
in the Z direction is hard to quantify for relative measurements, but can partially be assessed 
by obtaining a volume and the volume base area. If the volume and area are known, the 
average volume height can be found by Equation 5. Where V is the volume of the object 
and A is the base area of the volume. 
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(5) 
 
Therefore, the amphitheater volume found within each model can be normalized to the 
corresponding base surface area (Daverage) to assist in the quantification of the direct 
georeferenced z-axis accuracy. The total volume, areas, and the average volume height 
(Daverage) of each flight is shown in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: : Direct georeferencing relative accuracy assessment of the volume and Daverage within 
the outer perimeter GCPs. 
Model 
Total Volume     
(m3) 
Volume Percent 
Difference 
Enclosed 3D 
Area  (m2) 
Daverage 
(m) 
 Daverage Percent 
Difference 
Flight 2 Indirect -727.2 N/A 582.1 -1.25 N/A 
Flight 1 -772.3 6.2%  562.3 -1.37 9.9% 
Flight 2 -896.1 23.2% 569.7 -1.57 25.9% 
Flight 3 -762.7 4.9% 592.6 -1.29 3.0% 
Flight 4 -701.3 3.6% 551.9 -1.27 1.7% 
 
The volume and Daverage percent differences of each model computed varied more than the 
distance and area quantifications found previously, but were similar to the volume percent 
differences. The percent difference of the volume ranged from 3.6 percent to 23.2 percent, 
with a mean absolute deviation of ± 9.5 percent. The percent difference of Daverage ranged 
from 1.7 percent to 25.9 percent, with a mean absolute deviation of ± 10.1 percent with 
respect to the indirect reference model. Therefore, it was determined that the percent 
difference of the Daverage had similar characteristics when compared to the volumetr ic 
percent difference. The similar discrepancies observed between the Daverage and the volume 
calculated for each flight indicate that there were larger inaccuracies in the z-axis than the 
x-axis and the y-axis. Since the UAS based nadir photogrammetry is inherently less 
accurate when computing the z-axis coordinate of an automatic tie point, the larger error 
in the z-axis was not unexpected.  
A
V
 = averageD
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The range and distribution of the relative volumetric and Daverage accuracy assessments are 
much greater than the values found from the relative perimeter and area calculations. 
Specifically, Flight 2 was found to have the largest volume and Daverage percent differences 
when compared to the indirect georeferenced model. Flight 2 had the lowest GSD out of 
the four flights, but still exhibited the largest amount of error which indicates that the 
vertical accuracy of the model is not entirely dependent on the flight height and GSD of 
the model. This theory was further demonstrated by Flight 4 which had the highest 
inaccuracies in the perimeter and area quantifications, but the lowest error in the volume 
and Daverage quantifications. Therefore, there does not seem to be a direct correlation 
between the X and Y axis accuracies and the Z-axis accuracy, which is visualized in Figure 
3.19. 
 
Figure 3.19: Percent differences of various relative measurements from direct georeferenced models. 
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Although the X and Y axis accuracy quantifications do not correlate to the Z axis or volume 
accuracy. There is a clear correlation between length and area measurements as well as the 
volume measurements and the Daverage. The results of this comparison show that relative ly 
large variations of the scalar accuracy in the Z axis can greatly affect the volume 
measurements within direct georeferenced models of the same area over time. 
This poses a potential problem for slope monitoring and assessment because the high level 
of uncertainty shown in the aforementioned accuracy assessments could introduce 
uncontrollable error into slope monitoring and slope stability assessment calculations. 
Therefore, methodology to minimize the errors across multiple flights is necessary before 
direct georeferencing with navigational grade GPS can be useful for slope stability 
assessments. 
3.3.1.2 Slope Accuracies of Multiple Direct Georeferenced Flights 
The effects of the relative accuracies on a major slope stability parameter, the slope angle, 
were quantified by comparing the slope angle of each direct georeferenced flight with the 
surveyed slope angles. The 3D geometrical accuracy of a slope failure or landslide is 
critical from a slope stability analysis standpoint. The stability of a slope is highly 
dependent on the geometry of the slope. Thus, the slope angle must be accurate to a 
reasonable level of certainty to correctly model a slope for slope stability issues. Otherwise, 
the factor of safety for a potential slope failure could be too conservative or exaggerated. 
Direct georeferencing with a commercially-available UAS poses a problem to slope 
accuracies due to the inherent inaccuracies of the navigation grade GPS. Therefore, this 
portion of controlled experimentation attempted to determine the differences between 
direct georeferenced aerial imagery and known survey data to assess the slope accuracies. 
The quantification of the slope angles obtained by direct georeferenced photogrammetry 
methods was completed using the slope angle of two nearly perpendicular slopes. The 
accuracies were quantified in this manner because the rotational accuracy in one plane 
could directly influence the slope while not affecting the slope angle in another plane. The 
two nearly perpendicular slopes started from an outer perimeter GCP and ended at an inner 
perimeter GCP. As mentioned previously, the GCPs were established by visually 
estimating equal spacing. Therefore, the GCPs were not specifically designed and placed 
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with the intent of being perpendicular and approximate perpendicularity between known 
GCPs was estimated visually in the RayCloud of Pix4D mapping software. The two cross-
sections consisting of two GCPs each selected for the slope angle analysis can be seen in 
Figure 3.20 and are denoted by B-B’ and C-C’. 
 
Figure 3.20: Cross sections B-B' and C-C' used for slope angle analysis. 
 
The first step of the analysis was to determine the actual slope angle for B-B’ and C-C’ 
from the total station survey data. For accuracy and assessment purposes, the slope angles 
found from the survey data were considered to be the actual slope angle. After the actual 
slope was determined from the survey data, the slope angles found from the direct 
georeferenced Flights 1, 2, 3, and 4 were then found directly from Pix4D.  
To acquire the slope angle from Pix4D, the polyline tool can be used. The polyline tool in 
Pix4D displays the “Terrain 3D Length” and the “Projected 2D Length” the projected 2D 
length is the distance between the X and Y coordinates and the terrain 3D length is the 
distance between the X, Y, and Z coordinates. Once both of these values were found for a 
particular distance measurement, the slope angle was determined by using basic 
trigonometry. Using the trigonometric principles of a right triangle, the slope angle, β, was 
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found from the adjacent and hypotenuse sides of a right triangle. These basic principles are 
shown in Figure 3.21. 
 
Figure 3.21: Polyline parameters and slope angle relationship. 
 
Using the relationship in Figure 3.21, the slope angles of B-B’ and C-C’ were then found 
for Flights 1, 2, 3, and 4, and these values are shown in Table 3.4. 
  
Table 3.4: Slope angles found from total station and Pix4D direct georeferencing. 
Measurement 
Method 
Slope of 
A-A' 
Angle 
Difference 
Angle 
Percent 
Difference 
Slope of 
C-C' 
Angle 
Difference 
Angle 
Percent 
Difference 
Total Station 13.57 0.00 N/A 14.20 0.00 N/A 
Flight 1 15.39 1.82 13% 14.90 0.70 5% 
Flight 2 17.86 4.29 32% 15.94 1.75 13% 
Flight 3 14.17 0.61 4% 14.19 0.00 0% 
Flight 4 13.76 0.19 1% 14.51 0.32 2% 
 
The slope angles for slope cross sections B-B’ and A-A’ found from direct georeferenc ing 
had an RMSE of 1.8 degrees from the total station measured slope angle. The maximum 
angle difference was found on slope B-B’ of Flight 2 which was 4.29 degrees different 
from the total station measurement. Flight 2 also had the largest discrepancy when 
comparing slope C-C’. While one possibility of slope angle error is the rotation 
inaccuracies introduced from the navigation grade GPS, as seen previously in section, the 
relationship between the X and Y axis and the Z axis are not necessarily correlated (Avery 
2014). Therefore, rotational errors are difficult to quantify and were beyond the scope of 
this research.  
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3.3.2 Co-Registration Accuracy 
The previous two sections of this research demonstrated that while three of the direct 
georeferenced models had relative measurement accuracies similar to the actual 
measurement, there is still the possibility for large scale measurement errors, specifica lly 
in the Z-axis when no corrections are applied. This makes it difficult to quantify change 
over time to a high level of precision. However, as previous researchers (Lucieer et al. 
2013; Immerzeel et al. 2014; Turner et al. 2015) have shown, good co-registration can 
eliminate a lot of the variability when comparing two or more models that have large 
inaccuracies. Therefore, the next controlled accuracy assessment in the controlled 
experimentation is the co-registration accuracy using the methodology outlined in Section 
3.2.7.  
The co-registration of each flight is imperative to obtaining accurate measurements over 
time. If the measurements are not compared in the same reference scale or coordinate 
system, change can be artificially detected. Artificial detection of change or “noise” from 
the co-registration can lead to challenges identifying real change. Thus, reducing the ability 
to accurately respond to potential warning signs of an impending failure. For this reason, 
an accuracy assessment of a pseudo-automated co-registration method within Pix4D was 
performed.  
The hypothesis of the co-registration accuracy assessment assumes that if a direct 
georeferenced model has a high relative accuracy, then the location of identifiable points 
can be determined and used as 3D GCPs to co-register subsequent models for comparative 
analysis. The model chosen as a reference for the co-registration of other subsequent 
models was selected based on two criterions; the average flight GSD and the relative 
measurement accuracies. The two models that had the lowest GSD (highest theoretical 
vertical accuracy) are Flights 2 and 3 which are nearly identical at 1.09 and 1.08, 
respectively. However, Flight 3 had the best observed X and Y axis accuracies and the 
second best Z axis accuracy. Therefore, Flight 3 was chosen as the reference flight used 
for co-registration of the remaining three flights. 
After the co-registration procedure outlined in Section 3.2.7 had been completed, the 
accuracy of the three co-registered flights was quantified using three methods. The first 
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method used to assess the co-registration accuracy was the RMSE of the 3D GCPs and the 
co-registered models. The second method used for the co-registration accuracy assessment 
is the relative measurement accuracy assessment used previously in Section 3.3.1.1. The 
third method to quantify the co-registration accuracy is a cut-and-fill analysis of the three 
co-registered flights and the reference model.  
3.3.2.1 Quality Report 3D GCP Accuracy 
The first and easiest way to assess the co-registration accuracy is by using the Pix4D 
generated Quality Report of each co-registered model. The Quality Report displays various 
figures and calculations that assess the “quality” of photogrammetric models. The main 
figures and calculations used to check the co-registration accuracy for this study was the 
GCP geolocation table and related figures.  
The GCP geolocation table assessed the co-registration accuracies within the Quality 
Report by computing the difference between the computed and initial position of GCPs. 
An example of the GCP geolocation table used to quantify the accuracy of each co-
registration is shown in Figure 3.22. Specifically, the GCP geolocation table calculates the 
localization accuracy per GCP and mean errors in the three coordinate directions. The last 
column counts the number of calibrated images where the GCP has been automatica l ly 
verified vs. manually marked. 
 
Figure 3.22: Example of the GCP geolocation table used to quantify the co-registration of each model . 
 
The GCP geolocation table displays the localization accuracy for each GCP and the mean 
errors of all the GCPs in the three coordinate directions. The Quality Report then computes 
a RMS error for all of the GCPs which can be used as an overall accuracy assessment of 
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the coregistration. After each co-registration, the average RMS error of the three coordinate 
directions (X, Y, and Z) of each flight were observed in each Quality Report and are 
presented in Table 3.5. For more information on the individual co-registration GCP errors, 
please refer to the co-registration Quality Reports in the Appendix G.  
 
Table 3.5: Quality Report based co-registration accuracy assessment. 
  Average RMS Error (cm)  
Model X Y Z Mean GSD (cm) 
Flight 1 0.2 0.5 2.9 1.2 1.51 
Flight 2 1.1 1.6 3.7 2.1 1.08 
Flight 4 0.6 0.4 2.6 1.2 1.42 
 
The Quality Report also provides an automated quality check of the georeferenc ing 
accuracy with three tiers of satisfactory. An example of the quality check used to quickly 
assess the accuracy of each co-registration is shown in Figure 3.23.  
 
Figure 3.23: Example of the quality check table within the Quality Report used to quantify the co-
registration of each model. 
 
The three tiers are either a green check, an orange exclamation, or a red exclamation. For 
this study, a green check for all of the co-registration flights for the georeferencing check 
was desired for a good co-registration. A green check indicates that the model was 
georeferenced using GCPs and the GCP mean RMS error is less than three times the 
average GSD. As seen in Table 3.5, Flights 1, 2 and 4 met the criterion for a green check. 
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This shows that although the mean RMS error was not within the average GSD, the 
georeferencing accuracy was still of good quality. Further explanations of the criteria 
required for the other two tiers is located in Appendix D.  
3.3.2.2 Relative Measurement Accuracies 
An assessment similar to the accuracy assessment conducted in Section 3.3.1.2 was also 
used to assess the co-registration accuracy. However, this assessment uses the co-
registration reference flight to quantify the percent difference. As discussed previously, 
this accuracy assessment is capable detecting the relative accuracies in the X and Y axis as 
well as the Z axis. 
The first accuracy assessment that was performed after the Pix4D co-registration of the 
flights were completed was the perimeter distance and base surface area assessment, which 
is an indication of the accuracies in the X and Y plane as demonstrated in Section 3.3.1.1. 
The results of the perimeter and area measurements after the Pix4D co-registration can be 
seen in Table 3.6.  
 
Table 3.6: Perimeter and area measurements after co-registration to Flight 3. 
Model 
RMS 
Error 
(cm) 
Projected 2D 
Perimeter Length      
(m) 
Distance 
Percent 
Difference          
Projected 
2D Area         
(m2) 
Area 
Percent 
Difference   
Flight 3 (Reference) N/A 98.42 N/A 594.7 N/A 
Flight 1 1.2 98.43 -0.01% 594.9 -0.03% 
Flight 2 2.1 98.42 -0.01% 594.8 -0.02% 
Flight 4 1.2 98.42 0.00% 594.6 0.02% 
 
The co-registration accuracies of Flights 1, 2, and 4 were therefore partially quantified by 
finding the percent difference of the area and perimeter measurements in relation to Flight 
3. The average percent difference from the perimeter and area measurements was observed 
to be 0.01 percent and 0.02 percent, respectively. Therefore, the percent differences in the 
X and Y plane between each flight after co-registration was observed to be minimal. A low 
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percent difference is an indication of a highly accurate co-registration. However, this 
assessment only quantifies the percent difference in the X and Y plane. 
To complete the relative measurement accuracy assessment, the volumetric analysis of the 
amphitheater and the Daverage value beneath the volume base surface was calculated for the 
three co-registered models and compared to the reference model. The percent differences 
from the reference model was then used to estimate the co-registration Z axis scalar 
accuracy. The results of volume measurements beneath the base surface surrounding the 
perimeter of the amphitheater after the Pix4D co-registration can be seen in Table 3.7. 
  
Table 3.7: Volume and Daverage measurements after co-registration to Flight 3. 
Model 
RMS 
Error 
(cm) 
Total 
Volume   
(m3) 
Volume 
Percent 
Difference          
Enclosed 
3D Area  
 (m2) 
Daverage 
(m) 
 Daverage 
Percent 
Difference 
Flight 3 (registration) N/A -759.4 N/A 594.7 -1.28 N/A 
Flight 1 1.2 -761.2 0.23% 594.9 -1.28 0.20% 
Flight 2 2.1 -763.4 0.52% 594.8 -1.28 0.50% 
Flight 4 1.2 -750.2 -1.21% 594.6 -1.26 -1.20% 
 
The average percent difference of the volumetric measurements was observed to be ± 0.65 
percent. This difference is much lower than the average percent difference of ± 9.5 percent 
found from the original direct georeferenced models. Even the volume of the model with 
the highest direct georeferencing Z-axis error (Flight 2) showed a high co-registration 
accuracy to Flight 3 and the Z-axis error was virtually eliminated. 
3.3.2.3 DSM Accuracy Assessment 
Further analysis of the surface difference of the co-registered models was found by 
importing the DSM outputs of each model into ArcMap 10.4. An example of a DSM 
imported into ArcMap is shown in Figure 3.24.  
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Figure 3.24: Example DSM used to quantify surface differences within ArcGIS 10.4. 
 
This assessment was completed to determine the resolution of the DSM products since 
some of the automated techniques rely upon the DSM accuracy. Once the co-registered 
DSMs were imported into the ArcMap 10.4, the spatial analysis tool Cut Fill was used to 
determine the volume differences between each co-registration surface and the reference 
surface. The Cut Fill tool allowed for the normalization of the volume with the area of each 
cell to obtain the average distance between surfaces. Further explanation of the Cut Fill 
tool processes within ArcMap can be found in Appendix D.  
The co-registration surface difference threshold between the two surfaces was ± 3 cm. Any 
surface difference within the ± 3 cm threshold is depicted by the medium grey color. While, 
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the light and dark grey colors depict surface differences greater than 3 cm below and above 
the reference model, respectively. The co-registration between Flights 3 and 1 shown in 
Figure 3.25 shows the majority of the area is within the ± 3 cm threshold. However, the ± 
3 cm threshold was exceeded in areas where there was sudden elevation change, such as 
the edge of a terrace.  
 
Figure 3.25: Surface differences of Flights 3 and 1 after co-registration. 
 
Similar to the co-registration of Flight 1 and 3, the co-registration of Flight 2 and 3 
shown in Figure 3.26 also had a majority of the surface difference area between the ± 3 
cm threshold. Additionally, the surface difference of Flights 2 and 3 showed that the 
majority of surface differences beyond the ± 3 cm threshold was near the amphitheater’s 
terraces. 
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Figure 3.26: Surface differences of Flights 3 and 2 after co-registration. 
 
In addition, the coregistration of Flights 4 and 3 shown in Figure 3.27 also had the majority 
of the area within the ± 3 cm threshold. Although less defined than the two previous co-
registration figures, the co-registration of Flight 4 and 3 also depicted that differences 
beyond the ± 3 cm threshold are generally near the amphitheater’s terraces.  
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Figure 3.27: Surface differences of Flights 3 and 4 after co-registration. 
 
The three coregistration analysis completed in ArcMap 10.4 were further analyzed using 
the attribute table and the select by attribute function in order to quantitatively compare the 
results. The statistics provided by the Cut and Fill analysis such as the mean, standard 
deviation, maximum, and minimum were recorded and are presented in Table 3.8.  
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Table 3.8: DSM differences quantified by ArcMap 10.4 and a normalized cut and fill analysis. 
  Classification Statistics 
Co-Registration Model 
Mean 
(cm) 
Standard Deviation 
(cm) 
Maximum 
(m) 
Minimum 
(m) 
Flight 1 -0.7 2.4 0.67 -0.26 
Flight 2 1.3 2.2 0.65 -0.2 
Flight 4 -2.2 1.9 0.61 -0.19 
 
Visual interpretation of the Cut Fill analysis shows the maximum surface displacements 
within the outer perimeter GCPs are near the terraces of the amphitheater. An example of 
this example of this maximum displacement is shown in Figure 3.28.  
 
Figure 3.28: Surface differences of Flights 3 and 2 with the terrace locations shown in relation to the 
surface differences. 
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The small amount of error shown in the surface difference visualization can be attributed 
to the varying and limited resolutions of each DSM and the sudden height difference 
between each of the terraces. Therefore, while the DSM outputs show promise for 
identifying significant mass movement accurately, small surface displacements or a 
translational mass movement that does not change volume is hard to identify from a Cut 
Fill analysis within ArcMap 10.4. 
3.3.3 Surface Monitoring Analysis 
After an accurate co-registration has been achieved using Pix4D, accurate measurements 
of the same area over time should be possible with scalar accuracies that are dependent on 
the relative X, Y, and Z axis accuracies of the co-registration reference models. Since the 
distance, area, and volume measurements achieved by direct georeferencing were 
quantified in the previous sections, the remaining slope stability relevant measurements 
found herein introduce the concept of monitoring surface displacements directly within 
Pix4D in near real-time using direct georeferencing with a high level of accuracy.  
3.3.3.1 Simulated Displacement Analysis  
Once the co-registration accuracy had been quantified, measurements of the simulated 
displacements were taken between the models produced by the co-registering of Flight 2 
with Flight 3. As discussed previously, Flight 3 was chosen as the co-registration reference 
model due to the low GSD and high relative accuracy. Both Flights 2 and 3 also had the 
highest GSD making it easier to obtain the correct location when identifying MTPs.  
After an accurate co-registration between each model is completed, one way to measure 
the displacement across time is by marking the feature locations using an MTP in each of 
the models being compared and then merging the two or more Pix4D files. After marking 
the location of the surface feature with an MTP and merging the two Pix4D files, 
displacements between two photogrammetric models were obtained by using Pix4Ds 
polyline tool. Additionally, the displacements were measured manually by using the 
Pythagorean theorem.  
The location of each feature can also be identified after the merging of the projects, but for 
small displacements, it is hard to differentiate each feature location in the model. Therefore, 
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when marking feature locations after the project is merged, careful consideration of which 
photos belong to which model must be made. This is because Pix4D assumes that all of the 
photos are from the same merged model and does not discretize each of the merged models. 
An example of the simulated displacements identified in the separate model photos can be 
seen in Figure 3.24. The polyline between both wooden block positions are shown in the 
point cloud Figure 3.24 A. The wooden block positions of the upslope and downslope can 
be seen in the actual UAS obtained imagery shown in Figure 3.24 as B2 and B1, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3.29: Screenshot of a simulated displacement identified within a merged Pix4D Model. (A) The 
polyline between both wooden block positions are shown in the point cloud. (B) While the actual  
upslope and downslope positions are shown by the UAS obtained imagery. 
As mentioned previously, the polyline tool used between each of the MTPs provided the 
3D length and the 2D projected length between the two locations in the Pix4D models. In 
this study, the distance between the upslope and downslope location within the direct 
georeferenced and co-registered model of Flights 2 and 3 was found using the rayCloud. 
The displacements found were then compared to the displacement measurement found 
using total station surveying equipment. The Pix4D relative locations and measured 
displacements of the wooden blocks were imported into ArcMap 10.4 for further 
visualization and the measurements can be seen in Figure 3.30.  
B2 
B1 A 
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Figure 3.30: Orthomosaic of merged projects showing the simulated displacements measured in Pix4D 
and exported to ArcMap 10.4. 
 
After the Pix4D simulated displacement polygons were imported into ArcGIS, each 
polygon was categorized based on the 3D length. For this visualization, the displacements 
ranging from 0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 meters were assigned the colors violet, blue, 
orange and red, respectively. Additionally, a full comparison between the UAS based 
displacements and the total station measured displacements can be found in Table 3.9.  
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Table 3.9: Simulated displacements of total station and UAS derived measurements. 
Measurement 
Total Station 
3D Length             
(m) 
Pix4D Terrain 
3D Length      
(m) 
Difference Between 
Pix4D and Total Station 
(cm) 
Percent 
Difference 
(%) 
Displacement 1 1.24 1.26 2.38 1.92 
Displacement 2 1.86 1.85 -1.31 0.70 
Displacement 3 2.71 2.71 -0.15 0.05 
Displacement 4 0.72 0.71 -1.06 1.48 
Displacement 5 1.24 1.24 -0.25 0.20 
Displacement 6 1.36 1.35 -1.12 0.82 
Displacement 7 2.66 2.69 3.13 1.18 
Displacement 8 3.10 3.12 1.84 0.59 
 
The percent differences of each observed simulated displacement ranged from 0.05 percent 
to 1.92 percent. Additionally, the RMSE of the observed Pix4D measured displacements 
is 1.7 cm. Some variation in the measurements could be from human error when identifying 
the MTPs. However, since the direct georeferenced co-registration reference model had X, 
Y, and Z scalar inaccuracies, those inaccuracies were most likely present in this simulated 
displacement analysis. 
3.3.3.2 Simulated Velocity 
Average velocity of the surface displacement is another slope stability parameter that is 
relevant to accurately assessing the conditions of a slope in near real-time. Once the 
displacements between two models have been found, an average velocity over time can 
also be calculated. The average velocity of a feature within a Pix4D model can be 
calculated manually using Equation 6. 
(6) 
Where, D represents the measured 3D simulated displacement of each wooden block within 
Pix4D and Δt represents the time between models. The 3D displacement measurements 
t
DVavg ∆
=
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were presented previously in Section 3.3.2 and the Δt for these two models were found 
from the timestamps on the photos captured during each flight. For the controlled 
experimentation, the UAS flights were only 20 minutes apart due to the simulated 
displacement. Actual time differences between models monitoring real world slope failures 
would be dependent on the expected rate of change. For example, if the slope was changing 
rapidly, the intervals between flights would be shorter than if the slope is relatively stable 
such as a creep failure.  
Since the average velocity, , depends directly on the accuracy of the displacement, D, 
the same factors that affect the 3D and 2D displacement accuracies also influence the 
average velocity. Therefore, since one of the main factors effecting relative accuracies of 
the direct georeferenced 2D and 3D displacements was determined previously to be the X, 
Y, and Z scalar accuracy since they effect all quantitative measurements, the same applies 
with the velocity.  
Using the displacements calculated previously in Section 3.3.3.2 and the time between the 
first picture of each flight, 22 minutes, a simulated average velocity can be demonstrated. 
The results of each simulated displacements average velocity are shown in Table 3.10. 
 
Table 3.10: Simulated velocity from surveyed and Pix4D measurements. 
Measurement 
Change in Time, Δt 
(minutes) 
Average Surveyed Velocity 
(cm/minute) 
Average Pix4D Velocity 
(cm/minute) 
Displacement 1 22 5.62 5.73 
Displacement 2 22 8.47 8.41 
Displacement 3 22 12.32 12.32 
Displacement 4 22 3.28 3.23 
Displacement 5 22 5.65 5.64 
Displacement 6 22 6.19 6.14 
Displacement 7 22 12.09 12.23 
Displacement 8 22 14.10 14.18 
 
avgV
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Since the time between flights is assumed to be constant for each individual displacement, 
the average velocity calculation is directly dependent on the 3D displacement accuracy. 
Therefore, the percent errors found from the average velocity will be the same as the 3D 
displacements. Thus, no further accuracy assessment of the average velocity calculation is 
needed. 
3.4 Discussion 
After completing the controlled testing portion of this research, it was shown that direct 
georeferencing can be used to obtain relative measurements at an acceptable level of 
engineering certainty in ideal conditions. The direct georeferenced relative accuracies were 
consistent in the X and Y-axis. However, one of the controlled experimentation models 
had scalar inaccuracies of approximately 25 percent in the Z-axis. This large percent error 
directly affected slope stability relevant parameters such as volume and slope angle. 
However, this large amount of error was not surprising given the accuracy of the onboard 
navigation grade GPS.  
Slope accuracies from direct georeferencing showed high variability due to the relative ly 
large differences in the Z-axis. The large discrepancies of the Z-axis make it nearly 
impossible to use direct georeferencing techniques for accurate slope angle measurements. 
However, after an accurate co-registration, relative slope angles can be found and measured 
in relation to the reference model. While this approach would primarily a qualitat ive 
analysis for a navigation grade GPS, higher GPS accuracies could theoretically be able to 
perform highly accurate quantitative slope angle analysis. 
Although large inaccuracies were observed in the Z-axis between various models obtained 
with direct georeferencing, the errors between each model were minimized after the co-
registration of a subsequent model. The accurate co-registration can allow for further 
analysis to be conducted in GIS, CAD, and other software with minimal noise or variance. 
The implemented co-registration technique using Pix4D inherently allows for increased 
co-registration accuracies compared to other software packages due to the ability to mark 
the co-registration points using the images obtained by the UAS. Additionally, the pseudo-
automatic co-registration can be completed in the early stages of photogrammetr ic 
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processing which, significantly reduces the time needed to quantify change using previous 
methods. Therefore, the pseudo-automatic co-registration of subsequent models using 
Pix4Dmapper indicated that there is potential for near-real time slope stability monitor ing 
with a commercially-available UAS and without the use of GCPs.  
After the co-registration and merging of the controlled displacement models, it was shown 
that the simulated displacements and relative change were consistent compared with the 
total station measurements which were surveyed to a high level of accuracy. Subsequently, 
this experimentation showed that with accurate displacements, accurate average velocit ies 
could also be obtained by manual feature tracking methods. Since this was a controlled 
experimentation, the reference model was chosen carefully to provide the highest chance 
of a successful co-registration. Therefore, the methodology of this controlled 
experimentation must be assessed in an uncontrolled and variable project location to further 
prove the repeatability and robustness of this methodology. 
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4 Real World Experimentation: Hamilton Ohio Slope Failure 
Although the controlled testing showed that direct georeferencing using a commercia l ly 
available UAS and the aforementioned co-registration procedures could produce relative ly 
accurate measurements over time, the various models were static and extremely controlled. 
Since real world landslides are variable, and the monitoring process can occur during 
multiple seasons and lighting conditions, a highly dynamic real world experimentation was 
also conducted. Further site description, methodology, and the results of this real world 
experimentation are presented herein.  
4.1 Site Description, Instrumentation, and Equipment 
In addition to the change in project locations, the instrumentation and equipment also 
varied from the controlled experimentation. Thus, the major differences between the 
controlled experimentation and the real world experimentation are presented herein. 
4.1.1 Site Description 
The project site used for the real world experimentation is located in Hamilton, Ohio. This 
site is along the corridor of a new sanitary sewer line being installed for the City of 
Hamilton. Aerial imagery of the project site before the construction of the sewer line can 
be seen in Figure 4.1. Site conditions before construction of the sewer line include a dense 
population of trees and vegetation. However, when constructing the access road needed for 
the sanitary sewer construction, all of the vegetation was cleared, and a bench was also cut 
into the slope.  
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Figure 4.1: Aerial imagery of the site conditions in November 2013 before the construction of the 
sanitary sewer line. 
 
The clearing of the trees and undercutting of the toe began in July 2014 as shown in Figure 
4.2. After construction of the access road and the sanitary sewer construction began, the 
slope starting to show signs of mass movement and impending failure. The combination of 
vegetation removal and the undercutting of the toe were likely the cause of slope instability. 
The signs of impending slope failure and safety of the of the workers installing the sanitary 
sewer were investigated by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration). After 
the investigation, OSHA ordered the sanitary sewer construction to cease until the slope 
failure was remediated. After the construction had been halted, the site was instrumented 
with various slope stability monitoring equipment including inclinometers and survey hubs 
to monitor the movement of the slope.  
 
Slope Failure Location 
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Figure 4.2: Aerial imagery of the site conditions in July 2014 during the access road construction. 
 
The Hamilton slope failure and slope remediation was comprised of many phases which 
occurred over approximately one year. The total slope remediation included three phases: 
the initial slope failure, slope monitoring, and slope remediation. The main milestones and 
task durations for which are relevant to this research are shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: Timeline of the Hamilton slope failure and real world experimentation. 
 
In addition to the major milestones, temporary slope stabilization methods were 
implemented just after the initial slope failure to slow down the movement of the slope 
Slope Failure  
Access Road Construction 
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until a permanent solution could be executed. Temporary slope stability methods included 
limiting the saturation of the embankment with impervious plastic. Additionally, two 
different types of sheet piles were installed to increase the resisting forces in the slope. The 
first type of sheet piles used for slope stabilization were metal sheet piles installed near the 
middle of the slope failure. The second type of sheet pile used were plywood sheets 
installed near the toe of the slope beyond the working area of the pipe corridor. An UAS 
aerial image of the sanitary pipe, the metal sheet piles, and the wooden sheet piles are 
displayed in Figure 4.4.  
 
Figure 4.4: Aerial image of the project site prior to permanent remediation construction. 
 
Although temporary slope stability efforts were made, the slope still showed signs of 
impending failure including the rotation of the metal sheet piles prior to the UAS 
monitoring. After the initial failure of the slope and prior to the permanent slope 
remediation design being completed, a subsurface investigation was completed by 
Consulting Services Incorporated (CSI), of Lexington, Kentucky on 31st August, 2015. The 
Metal Sheet Piles 
Wooden Sheet Piles 
Impervious Plastic 
Sanitary Line 
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subsurface investigation included two soil boring locations with SPT sampling at standard 
intervals. The locations of the borings in relation to the project site can be seen in the 
boundary survey in Appendix H. Neither of the two soil borings encountered auger refusal, 
and both were terminated at the discretion of the onsite engineer at a depth of 
approximately 25 meters. The subsurface conditions were observed as approximately three 
meters of lean clay and silt fill overlying lean clay residual soil. Additional information 
regarding the subsurface conditions including the boring logs is found in Appendix I. 
After the soil borings were completed, the subsurface information was then used by CSI 
personnel to develop a slope remediation plan utilizing soil nails. After the soil nail design 
was finalized, construction began almost immediately to stabilize the slope failure and 
allow for the construction of the sewer line to proceed. The construction of the soil nail 
wall was contracted to Utter Construction of Bethel Ohio and Dwyer Companies of West 
Chester Ohio. Utter Construction was tasked with the earthwork required to construct the 
soil nail wall and Dwyer companies was tasked with the installation of the soil nails. Due 
to the potentially dire consequences of a slope failure at this location, the remediation began 
shortly after UAS monitoring commenced. Thus, the natural progression of this landslide 
could not be observed.  
4.1.2 Slope Inclinometers 
Soon after the slope started to show signs of failure, slope inclinometers were installed on 
the head and toe of the slope to detect slope movement. The slope inclinometers were 
installed by Thelen Associates (A division of Geotechnology Inc.) of St. Louis Missouri 
under contract by the City of Hamilton. A total of three slope inclinometers were installed, 
with one slope inclinometer at the head of the slope and two inclinometers at the toe of the 
slope. The exact locations of the inclinometers were surveyed by Kleingers Group of West 
Chester Ohio and are shown on the Kleingers Group boundary and topography map in 
Appendix H. The installation date of the slope inclinometers was 12 July 2015 and in 
general, the inclinometers were monitored bi-weekly. 
The two slope inclinometers at the bottom of the slope, SI 205 and SI 204, extended to a 
depth of approximately 15 meters below the ground surface. SI 204 and SI 205 were 
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monitored from 12 July 2015 to 10 November 2015 after which they were destroyed by 
the slope remediation construction. During this monitoring period, the slope inclinometers 
exhibited little displacement. The maximum axis movement of either SI 204 or SI 205 was 
observed to be 0.6 cm. This small magnitude of movement is below the expected accuracy 
of the photogrammetric models produced during this study and therefore a comparison 
between the slope inclinometers and the photogrammetric models could not be completed. 
The inclinometer data showed that an insignificant amount of movement was experienced 
at the toe of the slope throughout the monitoring period of SI 204 and SI 205.  
The slope inclinometer at the head of the slope, SI 201, extended to a depth of 
approximately 21.3 meters below the ground surface. SI 201 was monitored from 12 July 
2015 and was still operational during the last UAS monitoring period on 19 January 2016. 
Although a much longer monitoring period was available for SI 201 than for SI 204 and SI 
205, there was also little movement exhibited. The maximum axial movement of SI 201 
was observed to be 0.6 centimeters. Inclinometer SI 201 shows that an insignificant amount 
of movement was experienced at the head of the slope even with a relatively long 
monitoring period. The complete SI 201, SI 204, and SI 205 inclinometer graphs are 
available in Appendix J. 
4.1.3 UAS Platform 
When this study began, the P3P was available for purchase, but the Pix4D Capture 
application was not able to control the P3P for photogrammetric data collection. Therefore, 
for the majority of the real world experimentation, the UAS used to collect the 
photogrammetric data was a DJI Phantom Vision 2+ (P2V+). The P2V+, shown in Figure 
4.5, was one of the first UAS to be controlled by the Pix4D Capture application and uses 
the same direct georeferencing techniques of averaging the GPS data as the P3P. However, 
there are various differences that should be noted between the two UAS.  
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Figure 4.5: DJI Phantom Vision 2+ . 
 
It is noted that various camera parameters play a significant role in the GSD and therefore 
can effect photogrammetric accuracy. The differences between the camera used for the 
controlled testing and the camera used for the real world experimentation are the image 
resolution, the field of view, and the focal length. The P2V+ has a 14.2-megapixel digita l 
imager with a wide angle lens, which adds distortion to the image. However, the P2V+ has 
been shown to be an efficient and accurate mapping tool for photogrammetric modeling 
when the model is indirectly georeferenced (Arango and Morales 2015; Strecha et al. 2015) 
(Arango and Morales 2015; Strecha et al. 2015). Therefore, after photogrammetric camera 
corrections, the wide angle lens, and additional camera parameters are assumed to have 
little effect on the relative accuracy of the direct georeferenced models.  
The onboard GPS is another difference that affects the relative accuracy of the 
photogrammetric models. The GPS onboard the PV2+ is a single-constellation (i.e. GPS) 
receiver, while the P3P has a dual-constellation (i.e. GPS and GLONASS) receiver. The 
later offers a redundancy in the positioning data increasing the theoretical accuracy. The 
advancement in the GPS technology onboard the P3P should result in a higher location 
accuracy. However, both of the UAS positioning receivers are considered navigation grade 
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and produce inaccurate absolute locations. Therefore, both the P3P and P2V+ are only able 
to produce relatively accurate direct georeferenced models.  
An additional difference that affects the relative accuracy of the photogrammetric models 
is the data downlink connection. The downlink data connection for the P2V+ is based on a 
Wi-Fi connection while the downlink for the P3P operates by the DJI proprietary 
Lightbridge technology. While the exact bandwidth specifications are not provided by DJI 
for each UAS model, the Pix4D Capture application obtains and processes the data 
similarly for direct georeferencing. One observation made between the two UAS were the 
connection strengths. The P3P was able to hold a better connection throughout the duration 
of a grid flight while the P2V+ would sometimes experience downlink interruptions and 
would not capture images while the downlink was interrupted. However, each flight during 
the real world experimentation used an overlap setting set to 90 percent to minimize the 
effects of downlink interruptions. For more information about each UAS used in this 
research, please refer to Appendix B. 
4.2 Hamilton Ohio Site Specific Methodology 
The majority of the methodology developed and presented in the controlled 
experimentation was also used in the real world experimentation. The procedures used to 
process and assess the photogrammetric models did not change from the controlled 
experimentation. However, site-specific methodology for producing the photogrammetr ic 
models such as surveying methods, GCPs, and flight planning are discussed herein. 
4.2.1 Surveying  
The surveying information used for this project site was completed by two independent 
licensed surveying firms: Bayer Becker of Oxford Ohio and Kleingers Group. Bayer Baker 
was contracted by the City of Hamilton to monitor the displacement of the hubs over time 
to determine if movement was occurring at the head of the slope. Additionally, Kleingers 
Group was tasked with completing a boundary survey and topography of the project area. 
Both survey companies used sub-centimeter level accuracy total stations to complete each 
of their respective surveying tasks. The information and general location of the surveyed 
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information is shown in Figure 4.6 and a larger version of Figure 4.6 can be found in 
Appendix H. 
 
Figure 4.6: Boundary topographic map showing features within the project area including, but not 
limited to: soil borings, monitoring hubs, and inclinometer locations. 
 
4.2.1.1 Survey Hub Monitoring  
The survey information was collected predominantly between the initial failure starting 
and permanent slope remediation beginning and ranged from 27 March 2015 to 27 
November 2015. During this time, a total of 20 wooden hubs were surveyed every weekday 
to monitor movement. Each day, the surveyed wooden block locations were imported into 
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an excel file, and the displacement from the original position was calculated. While some 
wooden hub movement was detected prior to the start of the UAS monitoring, the 
movement between the initial survey date and the slope remediation beginning did not 
exceed three centimeters in any direction. Soon after the remediation of the slope began, 
the hub monitoring was terminated.  
Although the wooden hub monitoring was terminated on 27 November 2015, the actual 
UAS study continued until 28 January 2016. Therefore, a final hub location survey was 
conducted on 28 January 2016 using the survey equipment discussed in Section 3.1.2. The 
results of the collected data and the final survey were then assessed and a plot of the survey 
hub with the most 3D movement with respect to time can be seen in Figure 4.7. The 3D 
movement was calculated as the total displacement from the X, Y, and Z-axis 
displacements. Further information regarding the movement of the slope is available in 
Appendix J. 
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Figure 4.7: 3D displacement of survey hub with the maximum observed hub displacement. 
 
As shown in Figure 4.7, little to no movement was detected by the total station during the 
UAS collection period (25 September 2015 to 30 January 2016). Additionally, the 
movement detected is less than the expected accuracy of the UAS obtained 
photogrammetric models. Thus, a comparison between the hub movements detected by the 
survey equipment and the UAS could not be completed. However, since the majority of 
hub locations exhibited no movement for the entirety of the UAS study, the locations with 
no movement were used as GCPs for indirect georeferencing. 
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4.2.1.2 Boundary and Topography  
A boundary and topographic survey was performed to estimate the current slope geometry 
for slope stability. Kleingers Group performed a boundary and topography survey of the 
project site on 25 September 2015. This was also the same day that the UAS monitor ing 
began. Survey personnel physically traversed the active landslide to obtain the geometry 
of the slope. In addition to surveying the geometry of the slope, most of the features within 
the landslide area such as the sheet pile locations and the trench box, were surveyed as 
well. The additional feature locations were useful for indirect georeferencing due to the 
many UAS identifiable locations that can be used for GCPs. The full boundary and 
topographic survey information is presented in Appendix H. 
4.2.2 Ground Control Points 
As previously mentioned, some of the wooden hubs installed for slope monitoring purposes 
did not show any displacement for the entirety of the UAS study. Therefore, this study 
concluded that the wooden hubs that did not move could be used as GCPs for indirect 
georeferencing and comparison purposes. Two modifications were required to allow for 
easy identification of the GCPs from the UAS photography. The first modification of the 
wooden hubs included applying high-contrast five-centimeter orange target stickers on the 
survey hubs with the center of the target sticker being located directly above the survey 
nail sub-feature. The second modification of the wooden hubs was the use of high contrast 
marking paint to create an “X” and/or circle around each hub to ensure easy identifica t ion 
of the wooden hubs. The stickers and marking paint were checked prior to each flight to 
ensure they were not obstructed, removed, or faded. When checking the GCPs prior to each 
flight, the target stickers and marking paint were reapplied as needed. An example of the 
GCP modifications used for this study can be seen in Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8: Close range aerial imagery showing the GCP modifications to survey monitoring hubs. 
 
4.2.3 Flight Planning and UAS Data Collection 
Similar to the controlled experimentation, the flight planning for the real world 
experimentation was also completed using the Pix4D Capture application. Similar to the 
controlled experimentation, the lowest flight altitude was found by first flying the UAS 
above the tallest obstruction and noting the above ground level (AGL) flight altitude. For 
this study, there are trees and power lines that limit the minimum flight altitude for a grid 
mission. To ensure the UAS flew at a safe altitude, the UAS was manually flown to altitude 
equivalent of the highest tree in the project area, and the tallest obstruction was estimated 
to be approximately 22 meters. Therefore, a flight altitude of 30 meters was used for the 
majority of flights at this site to ensure that the UAS flew at a safe altitude. Additiona l ly, 
to further ensure adequate image overlap, the overlap was set to 90 percent for the majority 
of the monitoring flights. 
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The wide angle lens and high FOV of the P2V+ make it nearly impossible to estimate the 
GSD based on flight height since the relationship between the wide angle lens and the 
ground surface is non-linear. Furthermore, because the terrain of the project site has large 
elevation changes and a thick vegetation canopy during the summer months, the average 
estimated GSD is likely not representative of the expected accuracy across the project area. 
Thus, the estimated GSD for the P2V+ and a given flight height was not completed. 
The flight path area and orientation varied amongst the monitoring flights. However, the 
flight path was generally completed for an area far beyond the project extents to ensure 
that adequate information beyond the slope failure were mapped for georeferenc ing 
purposes. The flight area generally included all of the survey points installed and monitored 
during the course of this project. A typical flight path for the Hamilton project can be seen 
in Figure 4.9. For individual flight path information, please refer to Appendix L where the 
exact flight paths used for this study are located in each respective Quality Report. 
 
Figure 4.9: Typical flight path for the Hamilton, Ohio real world experimentation. 
 
The flight mission for each monitoring period was programmed and initiated at the head of 
the slope failure. There are several advantages for starting the flight mission at the head of 
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a projects slope that has significant elevation changes. First, the DJI UAS and Pix4D 
Capture software use AGL measurements to determine the flight altitude. Therefore, if the 
UAS was started at the toe of the slope or at the lowest elevation of the project areas, the 
flight height would have to be set at a much higher AGL to avoid obstacles. Thus, the user 
would have to program a large amount of overlap for usable photogrammetric images to 
be obtained.  
The second advantage of starting the flight mission at the head of the slope is the ability to 
identify flight obstructions easier. When flying the UAS in areas with large elevation 
differences, the pilot must be aware of all obstacles within the programmed flight path. The 
ability to identify said obstacles is significantly reduced when perceiving the obstacles 
from the lowest part of the project area. In contrast, when beginning the flight at the highest 
ground surface in the project area, the pilot has a much better perspective of above ground 
obstacles. The UAS pilot can then ensure that the UAS is flying at an appropriate flight 
height to limit the accident potential of flying a UAS. 
4.2.4 Indirect Model 
Similar to the controlled experimentation, an indirect georeferenced model was developed 
for flight comparison purposes. The indirect georeferenced model was found using a 
combination of the survey data collected on 25 September 2015. The approximate locations 
of the GCPs used for indirect georeferencing can be seen in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.10: Relative locations of the GCPs used for indirect georeferencing. 
 
The computed RMS error of the Pix4D model in relation to the specified 3D GCP locations 
after georeferencing was 3.6 cm. The complete GCP georeferencing assessment provided 
by the Quality Report is shown in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 shows that the maximum X and Y 
error was 6.1 cm while the maximum Z error was 6.2 cm of those used for indirect 
georeferencing. 
 
 
 
 
GCP 1 
GCP 2 
GCP 3 
GCP 4 
GCP 5 
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Table 4.1: Indirect georeferenced GCP georeferencing assessment table computed by the Quality 
Report. 
GCP Name 
Accuracy 
XY/Z  
(m) 
Error X 
(m) 
Error Y 
(m) 
Error Z 
(m) 
Projection Error 
(pixel) Verified/Marked 
GCP 1  .0 0.025 0.061 0.037 0.518 5/5 
GCP 2   0.024 -0.011 -0.063 0.958 7/7 
GCP 3   -0.003 0.005 0.030 2.160 5/5 
GCP 4   -0.052 -0.002 -0.039 1.082 6/6 
GCP 5   0.004 -0.056 0.035 0.959 6/6 
Mean (m)   -0.001 -0.001 0.000     
Sigma (m)   0.028 0.038 0.042     
RMS Error 
(m) 
  0.028 0.038 0.042     
 
In addition to the GCP accuracy assessment, the average GSD calculated by Pix4Dmapper 
was 2.05 cm. However, the average GSD was likely distorted due to the close proximity 
of the trees to the flight path. Even with the likely distorted GSD, the actual RMS error is 
within the expected accuracy, and the indirect georeference model was adequate to use as 
a base model. The full Quality Report that details the accuracy of the indirect georeferenced 
model is available in Appendix K.  
 
4.2.5 Co-Registration 
The co-registration of the models for the real world experimentation was completed using 
easily identifiable feature points in static areas around the project site. The identifiab le 
features included sidewalk control joints, structure corners, and the corner of a large 
boulder. Since the project site was near a residential neighborhood, many features were 
static and identifiable throughout the entirety of this study. However, most of these 
identifiable features are located at the head of the slope. Using the features or GCPs at the 
head of the slope for co-registration leaves one side of the project area unconstrained. 
Therefore, the co-registration of the real world experimentation identified a feature point 
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at the toe of the slope to constrain the other side of the photogrammetric model. The 
locations of the GCPs identified for coregistration are shown in Figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11: Relative locations of the GCPs used for co-registration. 
 
Ideally, the co-registration GCP locations should be widely spread throughout the project 
area such as the ones used in the controlled experimentation. Since this project site was 
under heavy construction for slope remediation during the UAS monitoring, this study was 
unable to identify other locations around the project site that were static throughout 
multiple flights. For optimal results in areas that are constantly changing or do not have 
identifiable objects, temporary benchmarks or GCPs can be installed for co-registration 
purposes. If temporary benchmarks are needed for the co-registration of an active landslide 
site, the temporary benchmarks should be installed beyond the extent of the landslide in 
areas that are static. The temporary benchmarks installed can then be used for co-
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registration GCPs, and if needed, can be surveyed at a later date and retroactively applied 
to the models for indirect georeferencing if a high absolute accuracy is required. 
4.3 Results 
The results of the real world experimentation were intended to confirm and verify the 
robustness and repeatability of the procedures developed in the controlled experimenta t ion 
for monitoring surface displacements. The controlled experimentation had extremely 
limited variables between each model. However, limited variables are not typically 
associated with an active landslide. In contrast, large differences including changes in 
lighting, vegetation, and seasons restrict the ability to compare photogrammetric models 
over time. Therefore, the results presented in the real world experimentation compared a 
highly variable project site over a period of approximately three months that underwent 
extensive changes. In addition to the changes due to the slope remediation constructio n, 
the site was monitored during varying lighting conditions and varying seasons.  
4.3.1 Slope Angle and Cross Section Comparison 
To further assess the slope accuracy of direct georeferencing with a DJI Phantom UAS and 
Pix4D software, a slope angle analysis was also completed on the real world 
experimentation models. The slope angle comparison methodology developed in Section 
3.3.1.2 was applied to the real world project site. In addition to the slope angle comparison, 
a cross section comparison was also completed for the real world experimentation.  
4.3.1.1 Slope Angle Comparison 
The slope angle comparison was completed using two identifiable points with the transect 
of those two points spanning the projects slope failure. The slope angle from the 2D 
projected distance and the 3D terrain distance were calculated for each model and 
compared to check the repeatability of direct georeferencing. The relative locations of the 
two identifiable points and the transect distance, A-A’, used for this comparison are shown 
in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12: Transect for slope angle comparison. 
 
Location A was a surveyed GCP used for slope monitoring and was surveyed daily over 
the course of this study. After analyzing the survey data, it was determined that this location 
did not move during the UAS monitoring period and could be used to assess the direct 
georeferenced accuracy. Location A’ was not surveyed since it was unknown at the 
beginning of this study which area at the toe of the slope would not be affected by the 
construction of sanitary sewer line and slope stabilization. Although the location of A’ was 
not found by direct surveying methods, the individual feature was visually assessed 
between each monitoring period and did not display any obvious signs of movement. After 
visually determining that this location did not exhibit any movement, the approximate 
location of A’ was estimated by using the aforementioned indirect georeferenced model. 
The location estimate using the indirect georeferenced models provides a good 
approximation of the actual elevation change and slope angle. Therefore, the measurements 
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found by the indirect model are considered the target slope angle and dimensions. Thus, 
the indirect georeferenced model will serve as the base comparison model for the direct 
georeferenced models.  
The slope angle and polyline dimensions were measured in four direct georeferenced 
models flown during the UAS monitoring period. The models used for the comparison 
varied significantly in topography conditions between monitoring periods due to 
construction and provide a good representation of real world highly dynamic site 
conditions. The results of the slope geometry comparison including the elevation 
difference, slope angles, and 2D projected distance are presented in Table 4.2.  
 
Table 4.2: Slope geometry comparison. 
Model 
Projected 2D Length  
(m) 
Elevation Change  
(m) 
Slope of A-A' 
Day 1 Indirect 48.23 20.31 22.83° 
Day 1 47.89 19.87 22.54° 
Day 20 47.49 18.62 21.41° 
Day 52 48.32 19.48 21.96° 
Day 72 48.61 18.86 21.20° 
 
While the direct georeferenced slope angle was similar to the actual slope angle, there are 
significant differences in the elevation change between the four direct georeferenced 
models. The maximum elevation difference found between the four direct georeferenced 
models is 1.68 meters. Since the slope angle is directly dependent on the X, Y, and Z axis 
relative accuracies, the slope angles calculated for A-A’ also exhibited significant 
differences in comparison to the actual measurement with a maximum slope angle 
difference of 1.63 degrees. Although the discrepancies of the elevation difference and slope 
angle were significant, the average error of the slope angle in the real world 
experimentation is less than the maximum slope angle error found in Section 3.3.1.2 which 
was 4.29 degrees. Therefore, the results of this comparison show it is possible that a P2V+ 
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UAS can obtain similar or superior accuracies to the P3P when producing direct 
georeferenced models.  
4.3.1.2 Cross Section Comparison 
In addition to the slope angle comparison, a cross section comparison was also conducted. 
The cross section comparison was conducted to better visualize the discrepancies between 
the indirect and direct georeferencing models. To accomplish this, a cross section between 
two known points was computed for three separate datasets acquired on 25 September 
2015. The three different data sets available for this day are the Kleingers Group topo, the 
indirect model discussed in Section 4.2.4, and UAS based direct georeferenced model. The 
cross section used for this comparison begins at inclinometer SI 201 near the top of the 
slope and ends at a wooden sheet pile near the toe of the slope and is shown in Figure 4.13.  
 
Figure 4.13: Polyline used for cross section comparison. 
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The direct and indirect georeferenced photogrammetric models used for this comparison 
were exported to an AutoCAD.dxf file format as contour lines at 0.1 meter intervals. By 
exporting the contour lines at 0.1 meter intervals, a high-resolution cross section can be 
obtained. An example of the exported contour lines is shown in Figure 4.14. 
 
Figure 4.14: Exported contour lines of the indirect georeferenced 25 September 2015 model used for 
the cross section comparison. 
 
In addition to the photogrammetric models, the topography survey was also included in 
this comparison. All three cross sections are shown in Figure 4.15. Please note that while 
the indirect model and surveyed topography are both georeferenced to an absolute 
coordinate system, the direct georeferenced model shifted arbitrarily due to the inherent 
GPS inaccuracies. Thus, after the cross section was found in the direct georeferenced 
model, it was then aligned to the beginning of the cross-section denoted as B in Figures 
4.13 and 4.14.  
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Figure 4.15: Cross section comparison. 
 
Since the direct georeferenced model was aligned with the other two cross sections, the 
discrepancy between the three models is insignificant between stations 0+00 and 0+10. 
However, as the comparison approaches the unaligned side of the cross sections, larger 
discrepancies are apparent in the direct georeferenced model. Finally, near the end of the 
cross section, the surface difference between the indirect and the direct georeferenced 
models reaches a maximum of approximately 0.5 meters. The relatively large discrepancy 
between indirect and direct georeference global slope geometry make it impractical to use 
onboard navigation grade direct georeferencing for an accurate slope stability analysis 
which is dependent on the slope angle. However, if an accurate slope stability is required, 
indirect georeferencing of identifiable points during any period of time can be used to 
indirectly georeference the obtained models which can be used for accurate slope stability 
calculations.  
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4.3.2 Co-Registration Accuracy 
After the slope angle and direct georeferencing accuracy of the P2V+ UAS was shown to 
be of similar quality to the P3P, the next accuracy assessment that could be performed is 
the co-registration accuracy. The real world experimentation co-registration accuracy was 
assessed by the Quality Report similar to the methods used in Section 3.3.2.1. The other 
methods used in the controlled experimentation for evaluating the co-registration accuracy 
including the measurement based accuracy assessment and the DSM Cut Fill accuracy 
assessment could not be applied to this project site due to the project construction. 
However, the Quality Report based accuracy assessment was shown previously to be a 
good indication of the co-registration accuracy.  
The co-registration accuracy for the real world experimentation was performed with 
monitoring dates: Day 1 (reference), Day 20, Day 52 and Day 72. After each co-
registration, the average RMS error of the three coordinate directions (X, Y, and Z) of each 
model was observed in each Quality Report. These RMS error observations are presented 
in Table 4.3. For more information on the individual co-registration GCP errors, please 
refer to the co-registration Quality Reports in Appendix N.  
 
Table 4.3: Co-registration to the Day 1 reference model RMS errors. 
  RMS Error (cm) 
Model X Y Z Mean 
Day 20 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.2 
Day 52 2.5 1.7 2.9 2.3 
Day 72 2.2 1.8 3.5 2.4 
 
The RMS error was consistent throughout the different models and is indicative of a good 
co-registration and reference model. The errors in this co-registration assessment are very 
accurate and are within the estimated variance in the feature identification itself. Therefore, 
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after this co-registration assessment, it was determined that the co-registration models 
listed above were adequate for additional comparative analysis. 
4.3.3 Sheet Pile Displacements 
After the UAS monitoring was completed for the Hamilton, Ohio real world project site, 
the individual models obtained over time were assessed and investigated for a feature or 
set of features that were displaced throughout the construction of the soil nail slope 
remediation. Many of the features within the slope changed drastically throughout the 
construction and were not able to be monitored over an extended period of time. However, 
two different sheet piles were not destroyed throughout multiple monitoring dates. 
Additionally, there was obvious movement of the two separate sheet piles due to the 
construction of the slope remediation. Upon further investigation of the UAS obtained 
aerial imagery, the sheet pile displacement was visually identified by the observable 
rotation between 25 September 2015 and 5 December 2015 as seen in Figure 4.16.  
 
Figure 4.16: Aerial imagery showing apparent rotation (circled) of wooden sheet piles due to 
construction between (A) 25 September 2015 and (B) 5 December 2015. 
 
Once the sheet piles were visually identified to have moved throughout the construction of 
the project, the corners of a single sheet pile were marked in the individual images of the 
base model and each subsequent model. The corners of the sheet pile were used as tracking 
locations because they are easily identifiable across all of the comparison models and the 
sharp edges allow for precise marking of the sheet piles. The precise marking of the sheet 
piles in each model provides an accurate location of the sheet pile to be obtained.  
A B 
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After the sheet pile corners were identified in the previously co-registered flights, the edge 
of the sheet piles were marked in each model with a polyline and then exported into 
ArcMap for further visualization. The polylines were then associated with each respective 
orthomosaic, and a manual time-series analysis was completed for the direct georeferenced 
models. The time series direct georeferenced models were compared and the manual 
feature tracking of the models in the arbitrary coordinate system can be seen in Figure 4.17.  
 
Figure 4.17: Orthomosaics showing the displaced sheet pile between (A) 25 September 2015 and (B) 5 
December 2015. 
 
While the movement was of the sheet pile in Figure 4.17 was shown between 25 September 
2015 and 5 December 2015 (a monitoring period of 72 days) the actual movement occurred 
suddenly instead of gradually. This can be seen in Figure 4.18 where the sheet pile was 
tracked in four separate models between the 25 September 2015 and 5 December 2015 
monitoring periods. By tracking the sheet pile displacement between the four co-registered 
models, it was shown that little displacement of the sheet pile occurred between Day 1 and 
Day 52. Instead, the large discrepancy likely took place during a single day of construction 
sometime between Day 52 and Day 72.  
A B 
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Figure 4.18: Orthomosaics depicting the displaced sheet pile between September 25th, 2015 (A) and 
December 5th, 2015 (B) denoted as Day 1 and Day 72, respectively. 
 
In addition to the sheet pile displacement shown in Figure 4.18, the trees below the sheet 
pile also exhibited movement that could potentially be identified and tracked. However, 
for the purpose of this study, the sheet piles are the easiest objects to identify and track 
throughout monitoring periods. This is due to the relatively large displacement magnitude 
of the sheet pile which allows for measurements to be assessed beyond the inherent error 
of the co-registration and feature marking processes.  
To further assess the results of the co-registered direct georeferenced models and 
displacements measures, the initial indirect georeferenced model was computed using the 
survey points set as GCPs, which was discussed in Section 4.2.1. However, due to the lack 
of evenly distributed GCPs beyond the southern extent of the project site, a co-registration 
using identifiable points was required. Therefore, subsequent indirect georeferenced 
models were co-registered using the same method and co-registration locations as the direct 
georeferenced model that could be identified from the aerial imagery. This co-registration 
procedure of the indirect models allows for the actual displacements to be assessed in the 
indirect georeferenced coordinate system while also maintaining a similar and highly 
accurate co-registration.  
A B 
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The first comparison of the direct and indirect georeferenced models was a 3D 
displacement with respect to time assessment. The X, Y, and Z coordinates of the direct 
and indirect models were assessed by treating the original monitoring date (25 September 
2015) location as the base of the movement and measuring the subsequent 3D movement 
from the original location. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.19: 3D displacement of a sheet pile corner from the initial monitoring date measured in 
indirect and direct georeferenced models. 
 
The 3D displacement comparison showed that the movement was generally the same for 
both the indirect and direct comparisons. Since the 3D displacement is not dependent on 
the rotation of the models themselves, the small discrepancy of the two comparisons is 
likely due to the relative accuracy of the co-registration reference direct georeferenced 
model. While the 3D displacement accuracy of an object is important to determine the 
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magnitude of the displacement, the 3D displacement does not necessarily take into account 
the direction of the displacement. Thus, a comparison of the X and Y coordinates was 
needed to determine the directional accuracy of the direct georeferenced models. This 
comparison was also completed assuming the original monitoring date (25 September 
2015) location as the base of the movement and measuring the subsequent movement from 
the base location and can be seen in Figure 4.20.  
 
Figure 4.20: X and Y displacement of a sheet pile corner from the initial monitoring date measured in 
indirect and direct georeferenced models. 
 
The easting (X) and northing (Y) displacement comparison showed that the displacement 
followed the same trajectory in both the direct and indirect georeferenced models. This 
comparative analysis shows that the direction of the displacement can also be determined 
accurately from direct georeferenced models.  
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4.4 Discussion 
The results of the real world experimentation indicate that the direct georeferencing and 
co-registration procedures used in the controlled experimentation could be adapted to a 
highly dynamic and rapidly changing environment as long as the same identifiable and 
static features were able to be located in subsequent models over time. However, there were 
clear limitations that were discovered in the real world experimentation for slope stability 
and slope analysis procedures.  
The main limitation that was discovered in the real world experimentation for slope 
stability analysis is the rotational or slope accuracy. The results of the real world slope 
angle and cross section comparison showed that while the general slope angle could be 
determined, the direct georeferencing capabilities of the commercially-available DJI P2V+ 
could not produce results that are accurate enough to determine the slope angle for 
advanced slope stability calculations. However, while the absolute slope angle can 
generally not be compared simply by direct georeferencing, after an accurate co-
registration of subsequent models, a comparative analysis is feasible which could be used 
to detct slope angle changes relative to the co-registration reference model.  
The co-registration assessment of the real world experimentation showed that an accurate 
co-registration could be achieved even in highly dynamic real world applications. 
Additionally, the pseudo-automated co-registration assessment using Pix4D generated 
Quality Reports provide a quick and easy way to determine if the comparisons between 
time-series models are accurate. Please note that while the real world experimenta t ion 
showed that accurate results could be obtained with direct georeferencing techniques, the 
easy identification of static features could potentially not be present in a real world slope 
failure.  
Lastly, this real world experimentation showed that accurate displacement tracking could 
be completed in a relative coordinate system with the aforementioned direct georeferenc ing 
and co-registration techniques. Additionally, this experimentation showed that 
displacement direction and magnitude of direct georeferenced models can be obtained even 
in highly dynamic environments. While previously the results of direct georeferenc ing 
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using navigation grade GPS were generally considered to be more qualitative than 
quantitative, this experimentation also shows that based on the reference model relative 
accuracy, the results can be quantitative. The results of the indirect and direct 
georeferenced model comparisons show that similar results can be obtained when tracking 
surface features.  
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5 Near Real-Time Surface Monitoring Workflow  
After assessing the results of the aforementioned controlled and real world 
experimentations, the processes and procedure used for this research were used to develop 
and optimal workflow for the near real-time assessment of surface deformations with direct 
georeferencing and co-registration techniques. This workflow was developed with the 
intent of repeatability in a variety of project areas and environments but mainly focused on 
monitoring landslide and landform deformations. The equipment and methodology used 
for this workflow are commercially-available and do not require extensive knowledge in 
surveying, UAS piloting, or photogrammetry. Although this workflow was developed 
using commercially-available DJI Phantom series UAS and Pix4D photogrammetry 
software, it could be adapted to work with a variety of UAS platforms and photogrammetry 
software with similar features. The full workflow developed from the work presented in 
this research to assess landforms over time using direct georeferencing with commercially-
available UAS and photogrammetry software is presented in Figure 5.1 and discussed 
herein. 
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Figure 5.1: Workflow to assess landforms over time using direct georeferencing with commercially-
available UAS and photogrammetry software. 
5.1 Step 1: Locate or Install Identifiable Features 
The use of identifiable features for the co-registration of direct georeferenced models is 
imperative for an accurate time-series analysis. In both of the project sites assessed for this 
research, there were obvious identifiable and static features available for the co-registration 
of different models. The easily identifiable features within the real world experimenta t ion 
project area showed that no additional GCPs were needed for an accurate co-registration. 
Thus, if it is determined that there are static identifiable features evenly distributed 
throughout the project area such as building corners, concrete control joints, or other 
objects beyond the expected movement of the landform, no additional modifications to the 
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site are needed and the workflow can commence with Step 2: Flight Planning and Data 
Acquisition. 
However, it is likely, depending on the location and area of the landform being monitored, 
that there may not be any identifiable features that can be used for the co-registration of 
subsequent models. Therefore, site modifications including co-registration GCPs may be 
required. If site modifications are required, the co-registration GCPs must be installed 
carefully to ensure that accurate co-registrations can be performed during an unspecified 
period of time. Thus, the co-registration GCPs must be “permanent” and in an area where 
there is not any suspected movement. The GCPs must also be placed in general accordance 
with the traditional methodology required for indirect georeferencing. A good resource for 
the general guidelines for installing GCPs is available from Pix4D’s Knowledge Base and 
an adapted version for co-registration GCPs can be found in Appendix D.  
5.2 Step 2: Flight Planning and Photogrammetric Data Acquisition 
Flight planning and ground station software should be utilized to optimize the flight path 
and data collection of any UAS photogrammetric model. Automatic flight planning and 
ground station software allow the user to operate the UAS and obtain images with a user 
specified spacing that collects optimal imagery for photogrammetry. One of the main 
limitations for the application of photogrammetry is the fact that it is extremely difficult to 
collect the required amount of imagery overlap manually and to do so the pilot of the UAS 
must be extremely experienced. Flight planning and ground station software practically 
eliminate the need for an experienced pilot due to the programmed flight path, providing 
automated image and GPS acquisition.  
With automated flight planning and ground station software, the procedure for collecting 
and processing photos is reduced dramatically for a multitude of reasons. The first reason 
is that the optimized flight path allows for the UAS to obtain imagery for a larger area than 
typical because the battery of the UAS is not wasted trying to ensure that adequate overlap 
between images is achieved. The second reason is that the data acquisition software 
eliminates the unwanted or redundant photos that do not add to the accuracy of the 
photogrammetric model. A third reason is that the geotagged images are automatica l ly 
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saved and can be further processed and averaged for a higher precision than the image 
geotags stored in the exchangeable image file format (EXIF) data. For these reasons, an 
automated flight planning and ground station software is essential for the rapid and accurate 
collection of photogrammetric data.  
At the beginning of this study, the most prominent flight planning and data acquisit ion 
software for commercially-available UAS was the Pix4D Capture application. After 
conducting research utilizing the Pix4D Capture application, this study showed that 
photogrammetric models could be produced efficiently with a high relative accuracy. Thus, 
direct photogrammetric models produced by Pix4D Capture is currently the recommended 
method for collecting relatively accurate geotagged imagery with commercially-availab le 
UAS. However, other commercially-available software companies such as DroneDeploy 
are also producing automated flight planning and data acquisition software which promises 
similar results. The results of any other flight planning and data acquisition software should 
be evaluated for relative accuracy prior to using it for displacements, or the displacements 
should be considered qualitative until the relative accuracy can be proven.  
No matter which flight planning and data collection software is used for photogrammetr ic 
data collection, the same flight planning procedures are required for accurate and adequate 
photogrammetric modeling. A few of the procedures to ensure accurate and adequate 
photogrammetric include sufficient overlap (greater than 70 percent), flight height for the 
desired GSD, and acquisition plan type dependent on the terrain. The parameters for each 
of these procedures vary significantly dependent on the camera type and UAS. 
Furthermore, given the rapid pace of advancement in flight planning, UAS, and digita l 
imaging capabilities it would be counterproductive to provide a single “one size fits all” 
procedure for flight planning and data collection. Thus, it should be noted that each flight 
and data acquisition plan should be planned in accordance with the parameters of each 
individual UAS and camera used for photogrammetric data collection. The basic princip les 
of photogrammetric data collection can be found in the majority of photogrammetr ic 
software manuals. The resources used for this research included a thorough literature 
review of published photogrammetric data collection methodology and other online 
resources including Pix4D’s guide to designing the image acquisition plan. The general 
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steps for determining the image acquisition plan for this research can be found in Pix4D 
knowledge base and a slightly adapted version can be found in Appendix D. 
5.3 Step 3: Initial Processing of the Comparative Models 
After the flight planning and photogrammetric data (geotagged images) acquisition is 
completed, the project can be processed and directly georeferenced in various 
photogrammetric software packages (Turner et al. 2014). For the rapid assessment of 
landform deformation, the time required to download the images and begin the processing 
can be time prohibitive. Thus, the automated solution developed and offered by Pix4D can 
greatly reduce the time required to collect and process the UAS obtained imagery.  
The actual processing of the geotagged imagery with Pix4D is a fully automated one-step 
procedure. However, as demonstrated in this research, sometimes the relative accuracy of 
geotagged images can be inaccurate. Thus, prior to identifying a single model for a 
reference flight, the model should be visually inspected for obvious errors such as those 
found in parallel-axes UAS images. Additional checks can easily be completed in the 
quality report, and the scalar accuracy can also be fixed by including scalar constraints that 
can be measured quickly on site with the use of a measuring wheel or measuring tape.  
If the scalar accuracy is close to correct (± 5 percent) and there are no obvious signs of 
errors in the point cloud such as the “dome-effect” discussed in Eltner and Schneider 
(2015), then the initial model can be chosen as the reference flight, and each subsequent 
model can be co-registered to the initial flight model. If the model shows obvious signs of 
error either visually, in the scalar accuracy “check”, or in the Quality Report, another model 
may need to be chosen as the reference flight.  
The accuracy and speed of the initial processing and the robustness of the reference flight 
depend heavily on the initial processing parameters and the computer processing the 
images. While in general the main processing should take place with a desktop workstation 
with dedicated graphics capabilities, the quick and rapid assessment of active landslides or 
landforms can be completed in the field using lower quality processing options. However, 
the time required to process each project is heavily dependent on the number of photos, 
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computer specifications, and complexity of the environment being modeled. Although, the 
majority of projects can be processed using “rapid” processing settings on the bulk of high-
end laptop computers within hours (Pix4D 2016). Thus, a comparison of the time required 
to process various models was not in the scope of this research. 
5.4 Step 4: Co-Registration 
After the initial processing of the photogrammetric data sets are acquired and a reference 
flight has been selected, the co-registration of the other flights that need to be compared 
can then begin. The full procedures for the co-registration procedure used in this research 
are available in Appendix D, but the general procedures include: 
1. Marking the well distributed identifiable objects in all of the models  
2. Record the (assumed correct) direct georeferenced identifiable object coordinates 
of the reference model 
3. Apply the reference flight identifiable object coordinates to the comparison models 
as 3D GCPs 
4. Reprocess the comparison models to co-register each model to the reference model 
5. Check the georeferencing accuracy for large or abnormal errors 
When checking the georeferencing accuracy of the models, if the co-registration 
(georeferencing) accuracy is of poor quality, and was not able to accurately co-register 
each model, an investigation to see if a different reference flight would produce higher co-
registration accuracies should be completed. Typically, the same georeferencing tolerance 
levels that apply to an indirect georeference should also apply to a co-registration. This 
tolerance for an accurate georeference is given as a function of the GSD, and an RMS error 
less than 3 times the GSD is generally considered acceptable. Additionally, as long as a 
direct georeferenced model has sufficient and well distributed identifiable locations, the 
model can be used as a reference flight no matter the time period of data collection.  
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5.5 Step 5: Comparative Analysis 
Once an accurate reference flight and co-registration has been obtained, the projects can 
be compared. There are multiple ways to perform comparative analysis. However, this 
research concluded that the fastest way to measure changes in landforms such as 
displacements is directly within the photogrammetry software. This is due to the ability to 
track changes in the initial stages of processing rather than in the outputs of the 
photogrammetry software. By tracking changes directly after the initial processing, the user 
does not have to wait until the secondary and typically tertiary stages of processing are 
completed which can add a tremendous amount of additional time to the near real-time 
surface monitoring workflow. Although, for some comparative analysis such as volumes 
and advanced analysis in other software packages, the full processing workflow is needed. 
Therefore, in cases where advanced (typically automated) analysis is required, it is likely 
that physically or digitally transferring the UAS obtained data to a dedicated workstation 
and performing the photogrammetric processing will be quicker than laptop processing in 
the field. In either case, the processing can be achieved with this workflow in a shorter 
amount of time and with fewer steps than traditional surveying methods and limit the 
potential risk of traversing an active landform. 
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6 Conclusions 
With the recent emergence of commercially-available UAS technologies, the ability to 
obtain UAS based photogrammetric data has become a viable option for remote sensing 
and the possibilities are seemingly endless. The results of this research showed that the use 
of commercially-available ready to fly UAS can provide valuable information such as 
displacement magnitude, direction, and other relative measurements without the use of 
survey equipment as long as there are identifiable points evenly distributed throughout each 
of the monitoring period models. By assuming that a single direct georeferenced flight is 
of acceptable quality (reference model), the co-registration techniques used in this research 
were able to minimize the variance of sequential time-series analysis. Thus, accurate 
displacement measurements can be obtained with a high relative accuracy without the need 
and risk of surveyors traversing an active landslide or landform and in areas where the 
installation of other monitoring equipment such as inclinometers are not feasible.  
While the scope of this research mainly explored the applications of direct georeferenc ing 
and co-registration in regards to surface tracking, the ability to accurately co-register two 
or more time-series photogrammetric models can be used in limitless engineer ing 
applications. In addition to the high accuracy co-registration of direct georeferenced 
models, the same procedures can be used to compare virtually any photogrammetric model 
to a high level of accuracy as long as the original photogrammetric images are available. 
Additionally, since the direct georeferencing photogrammetric models had high relative 
accuracies, the results of each comparison were no longer strictly qualitative and could be 
used for quantitative analysis. Furthermore, by co-registering each subsequent model to the 
same reference model using the UAS obtained images, the majority of co-registration 
errors shown by researchers such as Turner et al. (2015) are eliminated and further post co-
registration corrections were mitigated.  
Please note that while relative measurements can be performed with the aforementioned 
procedures and techniques, this workflow is far from perfected for slope monitor ing 
purposes. Since the co-registration models can at best only be as accurate as the reference 
model, the reference model’s relative accuracy become the limiting factor for other 
important slope stability parameters such as slope angle. If slope stability calculations are 
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needed from direct georeferenced photogrammetric models, a UAS with a survey grade 
positioning system is recommended. However, at the time of this study, the most 
economical way to obtain survey or engineering grade precision for slope stability 
modeling is with indirectly georeferenced GCPs. Nevertheless, as the miniaturization of 
highly accurate positioning equipment becomes commercially-available, it is likely that 
slope stability relevant parameters such as slope angle and elevation change will be of 
sufficient quality to use direct georeferencing for most engineering applications.  
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Appendix A 
 
Total Station and Data Collector Specifications 
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Appendix B 
 
UAS Specifications 
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Phantom 3 Professional Specifications 
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Phantom 2 Vision + Specifications 
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Appendix C 
 
Pix4D Feature List 
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Appendix D 
 
Relevant Pix4D Procedures and Knowledge Base Tutorials and ArcGIS 10.4 Cut and Fill 
Information 
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How to add / import and mark Manual Tie Points in the rayCloud (Pix4D 2016) 
Updated: February 18, 2016 03:35 
Manual Tie points can be added using rayCloud after step 1. Initial Processing has been done. 
1. On the Menu bar click View > rayCloud. 
2. In the 3D View, select a point on the area where the Manual Tie Point has to be added.  
  
Note: 
• On the Image View on the right, on the Images section, all the images, on which the clicked 
(selected) point is visible, appear. 
• On all images, a green cross appears that symbolizes the projected position of the selected 
point. Some images have also an orange cross. This indicates the position on which this 
point was found at some of the initial images (at least two) in order to be computed the 
clicked (selected) Automatic 3D point. 
 
3. Click  New Tie Point to insert a new Manual Tie Point. 
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4. A new Manual Tie Point and its information is added on the table of the Image View Sidebar: 
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5. (optional) Change the name: Double click the Label cell of the Manual Tie Point. and type the 
desired name. 
6.  Navigate on the image to find the exact location of the Manual Tie Point: 
• Zoom in: Moving the mouse scroll wheel forwards. 
• Zoom out: Moving the mouse scroll wheel backwards. 
• Pan: Using the mouse left clicking. 
• To change the size of the images: Move the thumb size bar. 
7. Mark the Manual Tie Point on at least two images using the left mouse click.  
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Note: 
• When marking the Manual Tie Points on the images, each mark is used to compute a new 
3D point. At least two images need to be marked in order to compute the estimated 3D 
position from these marks. This estimated 3D point is then reprojected in all the images 
where it might be visible in. 
• The clicked position appears with a yellow cross and circle. The size of the yellow circle 
indicates the zoom level with which the marking has been done. Points that have been 
marked on a high zoom level are taken more into account than points that have been 
marked on a low zoom level. 
• After clicking on 2 images, a green cross appears on all images. The green 
cross represents the reprojection of the estimated 3D point on all images, and is 
calculated (after having marked 2 images) according to the clicks already made for the 
Manual Tie Point. 
  
Tip: To delete a mark (yellow cross) that have been wrongly clicked, hover the mouse over the 
image and press the key Delete. 
8. Click Optimize: Pix4Dmapper will search for automatic color correlation of the clicked pixel on 
the rest images. So, the position of the Manual Tie Point will be optimized in more than the 
clicked images if the color correlation is good. The images that have a green and an yellow point 
will be taken into account during processing. 
9. Check the rest of the images where no yellow point appears: 
• If the green cross Indicates the correct GCP position: Then there is no need to mark the point 
on more images. 
• If the green cross does not correspond to the correct place of the GCP: 
• Click on more images. Every time you click on one image, the green cross approaches more the 
correct place. 
• Click Optimize. 
10. When the green cross is at the correct place in most images, click Apply. 
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11. Repeat step 2 to 10 to add other Manual Tie Points. 
12. When all Manual Tie Points are marked on the images, click Process > Reoptimize. This 
reoptimizes the reconstruction using the Manual Tie Points. 
 
13. (optional) To Generate the new Quality Report, click Process > Generate Quality Report. 
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Analyzing the Quality Report of Co-Registered Models (Pix4D 2016) 
Updated: March 23, 2016 13:31 
 
Important: 
• For a detailed description about how to analyze the Quality Report: 202558689. 
• For a detailed description about any parameter described in the Quality Report: 202558679. 
• Example of a Quality Report available at the following link: Quality Report. 
Once step 1. Initial Processing is completed, the Quality Report is automatically displayed. To not 
be displayed automatically, unselect the Display Automatically after Processing box at the bottom 
of the Quality Report.  
It is recommended to verify the following information in the Quality Report: 
1. Quality Check 
Verify that: 
• All the checks are green. 
• All or almost all the images are calibrated in one block.  
• The relative difference between initial and optimized internal camera parameters is below 5%. 
• (optional) If using GCPs, the GCP error is below 3×GSD. 
 
2. Preview 
For projects with nadir images and for which the orthomosaic preview has been generated, verify 
that the orthomosaic: 
• Does not contain holes. 
• Does not have distortions. 
• (optional) If GCPs or image geolocation has been used, it has the correct orientation. 
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3. Initial Image Positions 
(optional) If the images have geolocation, verify that the Initial Image Positions figure corresponds 
to the flight plan. 
 
4. Computed Image/GCPs/Manual Tie Points Positions 
Verify that : 
• (optional) If using images with geolocation, the computed image geolocation is good. 
• (optional) If using GCPs, the GCPs' error is low (the difference between input and computed 
GCPs is small). 
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5. 3D Points from 2D Keypoints Matches 
Verify that: 
• Enough matches have been computed between the images. 
• The graph consists of one block. If multiple blocks exist, each block will have a different color. For 
more information: 207932643. 
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6. Geolocation Details 
(optional) If using GCPs, verify that: 
• All GCPs are taken into account (not displayed with red color on the Geolocation and Ground 
Control Points table). 
• All marked GCPs have been verified. 
• The green circle representing the reprojected GCP 3D point is inside the yellow circle 
representing the marked GCP. 
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7. Processing Options 
Verify that: 
• (optional) If using GCPs, the Ground Control Point (GCP) Coordinate System is correct. 
• (optional) If using images with geolocation, the Image Coordinate System is correct. 
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How to align projects in order to compare them. 
Updated: June 15, 2016 07:17 
In order to compare projects, they should be aligned properly. 
 
If there are common GCPs present in the different projects, then the projects are aligned. It is 
recommended to check that some common points around the model have the same computed 
positions in both projects. If the alignment is not correct, the projects should be aligned following 
the steps described below. 
 
If there are no common GCPs present in the different projects, then: 
1. Select one project P1 to be used as the reference project. The second project P2 will be 
aligned to P1. 
2. Add and Mark Manual Tie Points well distributed around the project P1 and reoptimize: 
• Using the GCP/Manual Tie Point Manager: 202560619.  
• or using the rayCloud: 202560349. 
3. Change the type from Manual tie point to 3D GCP:  
3.1. On the menu bar, click Project > GCP/Manual Tie Point Manager... 
3.2. On the GCP/Manual Tie Point Table, select the Type cell of the created Manual Tie Points, 
double click and select 3D GCP. 
4. Export GCPs: On the GCP/Manual Tie Point Table, click Export GCPs..., click Browse... to 
select the path and name to save the file, click Save and click OK. 
5. Change the type from 3D GCP back to Manual Tie Point. 
6. Open the second project P2. 
7. Import the GCPs file previouly exported into P2:  
7.1. On the menu bar, click Project > GCP/Manual Tie Point Manager... 
7.2. On the GCP/Manual Tie Point Table, click Import GCPs..., click Browse... to select the 
created file, click Open and click OK. 
8. Mark the 3D GCPs on project P2 and Reoptimize: 
• Using the GCP/Manual Tie Point Manager: 202560619.  
• or using the rayCloud: 202560349. 
  
The 2 projects will be perfectly aligned and ready to be compared. 
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Number and distribution of GCPs (Pix4D 2016)  (Pix4D 2016) 
The GCPs should be placed homogeneously in the area of interest. Imagine the area as a large 
table and the GCPs as the legs that will support it. If all the "legs" are placed at the same location 
of the "table," then it will tilt. If the legs are homogeneously spread, then the "table" will be stable. 
Additionally, it is also recommended to place one GCP in the center of the area in order to further 
increase the quality of the reconstruction (figure 1). (Pix4D 2016) 
• A minimum number of 3 GCPs is required so as to take them into account in the 
reconstruction. Each one should be clicked in at least 2 images. 
• A minimum number of 5 GCPs is recommended. 5 to 10 GCPs are usually enough, even 
for large projects. More GCPs do not contribute significantly to increasing the accuracy. 
• In cases that the topography of the area is complex, then more GCPs will, indeed, lead to 
better (more accurate) reconstruction. 
• It is recommended to use at least 5 GCPs, each of which is identified in 5 images, as it 
minimizes the measurement inaccuracies and helps to detect mistakes that may occur 
when inserting the GCPs. 
• The GCPs should be placed evenly on the landscape to minimize the error in Scale and 
Orientation. 
• Do not place the GCPs exactly at the edges of the area, as they will only be visible in few 
images. 
 
Figure 1. Distribution of the GCPs. (Pix4D 2016) 
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ArcGIS 10.4 Cut and Fill Information (ESRI 2016) 
Summary 
Calculates the volume change between two surfaces. This is typically used for cut and fill operations. 
 
Illustration 
 
When the Cut Fill operation is performed, by default, a specialized renderer is applied to 
the layer that highlights the locations of cut and of fill. The determinant is in the attribute 
table of the output raster, which considers positive volume to be where material was cut 
﴾removed﴿, and negative volume where material was filled ﴾added﴿. 
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Controlled Experimentation Direct Georeferenced Quality Reports 
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Appendix F 
 
Controlled Experimentation Indirect Georeferenced Quality Report 
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Appendix G 
 
Controlled Experimentation Co-Registration Quality Reports 
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Appendix H 
Real World Experimentation Kleingers Group Boundary and Topographic Survey 
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Real World Experimentation Boring Logs 
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Real World Experimentation Inclinometer Graphs 
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Real World Experimentation Indirect Georeferenced Quality Report 
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Real World Experimentation Direct Georeferenced Quality Reports 
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Real World Experimentation Co-Registration (Indirect) Quality Reports 
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Real World Experimentation Co-Registration (Direct) Quality Reports 
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